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GLOBAL WELL-POSEDNESS FOR THE DERIVATIVE
NON-LINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION
ROBERT JENKINS, JIAQI LIU, PETER A. PERRY, AND CATHERINE SULEM
Abstract. We study the Derivative Nonlinear Schro¨dinger (DNLS). equa-
tion for general initial conditions in weighted Sobolev spaces that can support
bright solitons (but exclude spectral singularities corresponding to algebraic
solitons). We show that the set of such initial data is open and dense in a
weighted Sobolev space, and includes data of arbitrarily large L2-norm. We
prove global well-posedness on this open and dense set. In a subsequent pa-
per [10], we will use these results and a steepest descent analysis to prove
the soliton resolution conjecture for the DNLS equation with the initial data
considered here and asymptotic stability of N´soliton solutions.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we will prove global well-posedness for the derivative nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation (DNLS)
iut ` uxx ´ iεp|u|2uqx “ 0(1.1a)
upx, t “ 0q “ u0(1.1b)
for initial data in a dense and open subset of the weighted Sobolev space H2,2pRq.
This set contains both 0 and initial data of arbitrarily large L2-norm. It is spec-
trally determined and includes initial data with at most finitely many bright soliton
components and no algebraic solitons. Here ε “ ˘1 and H2,2pRq is the completion
of C80 pRq in the norm
}u}H2,2 “
´››p1` p ¨ qq2up ¨ q››2
L2
` ››u2››2
L2
¯1{2
.
It is known that the Cauchy problem is locally well-posed in H1{2pRq (see, for
example, Takaoka [22]) and globally well-posed for small data [8, 25]. Precisely,
for any u0 P H1{2pRq such that }u0}L2 ă
?
4π (or }u0}L2 “
?
4π with negative
momentum), there exists a unique solution u P CpR, H1{2pRqq [6, 7]. A key struc-
tural property of DNLS discovered by Kaup and Newell [11] is that it is integrable
by inverse scattering: that is, there is a linear spectral problem with upx, tq as
potential whose spectral data (consisting of a reflection coefficient, describing the
continuous spectrum of the linear problem, together with eigenvalues and norming
constants, describing the discrete spectrum of the linear problem) evolve linearly
under the flow. This linearizing transformation, together with an inverse map ex-
pressed through a Riemann-Hilbert problem defined in terms of the spectral data,
gives a method to integrate the equation explicitly.
In recent works [17, 18] (referred to as Papers I and II), we used the inverse
scattering method to prove global existence and long-time behavior of solutions
to DNLS for initial conditions in H2,2pRq, restricting to initial conditions that do
not support solitons. We proved that the amplitude of the solution decays like the
solution of the linear problem, namely |t|´1{2 as |t| Ñ 8, and its phase behaves
like the phase of the free dynamics modified by a logarithmic correction. These
results are analogous to those of Deift and Zhou [2] for the defocussing NLS, and
improve earlier results of Kitaev-Vartanian [12] on DNLS. The asymptotic state is
fully described in terms of the scattering data associated to the initial condition.
Using a different approach, Pelinovsky and Shimabukuro proved global existence
to the DNLS equation for initial conditions that do not support solitons in [20] and
recently complemented their study allowing a finite number of discrete eigenvalues
[21].
In a subsequent paper [10], we use the results obtained here to prove soliton
resolution and fully describe the dispersive part of the solution. Soliton resolution
refers to the property that the solution decomposes into the sum of a finite num-
ber of separated solitons and a radiative part as |t| Ñ 8. The limiting solitons
parameters are slightly modulated, due to the soliton-soliton and soliton-radiation
interactions. The dispersive part contains two components, one coming from the
continuous spectrum and another one from the interaction of the discrete and con-
tinuous spectrum.
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To prove global well-posedness of (1.1a), we first note that if upx, tq solves (1.1a)
with ε “ `1, then up´x, tq solves (1.1a) with ε “ ´1. For this reason it suffices to
prove well-posedness for one sign. We will choose ε “ ´1 since this choice is most
amenable to solution by inverse scattering. Because we want to establish long-time
formulas and results for either sign of ε, we discuss both cases. Theorems 1.2, 1.3,
1.8, and 1.9 are only proved here for ε “ ´1. Complete proofs for both signs can
be found in [9].
Equation (1.1a) is gauge-equivalent to the equation
iqt ` qxx ` iεq2q¯x ` 1
2
|q|4q “ 0,(1.2a)
qpx, t “ 0q “ q0pxq(1.2b)
via the gauge transformation1
(1.3) qpxq :“ Gpuqpxq “ exp
ˆ
iε
ż 8
x
|upyq|2 dy
˙
upxq.
This nonlinear, invertible mapping is an isometry of L2pRq, maps soliton solutions to
soliton solutions, and maps dense open sets to dense open sets in weighted Sobolev
spaces. Consequently, global well-posedness for (1.2a) on an open and dense set U
in H2,2pRq containing data of arbitrary L2-norm implies global well-posedness of
(1.1a) on a subset G´1pUq of H2,2pRq with the same properties. We will establish
the global well-posedness result for (1.2a).
Our analysis exploits the discovery of Kaup and Newell [11] that (1.2a) has the
Lax representation
L “ ´iλσ3 `Qλ ´ i
2
σ3Q
2
A “ 2λL` iλpQλqx ` 1
2
rQx, Qs ` i
4
σ3Q
4
where
σ3 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
, Qpxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
εqpxq 0
˙
, Qλpxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
ελqpxq 0
˙
.
That is, a smooth function qpx, tq solves (1.2a) if and only if the operator identity
Lt ´Ax ` rL,As “ 0
holds for the operators above with q “ qpx, tq (so that both operators depend on
t).
We will consider the spectral problem
(1.4) Ψx “ LΨ
for λ P C and 2 ˆ 2 matrix-valued solutions Ψpx;λq. As we will see, (1.4) defines
a map R from q P H2,2pRq to spectral data, and has an inverse I defined by a
Riemann-Hilbert problem (Problem 1.6 below) which recovers the potential qpxq.
1 In papers I and II, we use a slightly different gauge transformation, namely
exp
´
´iε
şx
´8
|upyq|2 dy
¯
upxq. Both transformations are clearly equivalent, up to the constant
phase factor exp
´
iε
ş8
´8 |u0pyq|
2 dy
¯
. The current transformation has the advantage of slightly
simplifying some formulae in the analysis of long time behavior [10].
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Moreover, the spectral data for a solution q “ qpx, tq of (1.2a) obey a linear law of
evolution. Thus the solution M for the Cauchy problem (1.2a)-(1.2b) is given by
(1.5) Mpq0, tq “ pI ˝ Φt ˝Rq q0
where Φt represents the linear evolution on spectral data. To state our results, we
first describe the set U and the maps R, Φt, and I in greater detail.
The direct scattering map R maps q P H2,2pRq into spectral data defined by
special solutions of (1.4). First note that, if q “ 0, all solutions of (1.4) are
matrix multiples of e´ixλσ3 and therefore bounded if λ P R. If λ P R and q P
L1pRqXL2pRq, there exist unique solutions Ψ˘px;λq of LΨ “ 0, the Jost solutions,
with limxÑ˘8Ψ
˘px;λqeiλxσ3 “ I, where I denotes the 2ˆ 2 identity matrix. Any
solution of Lψ “ 0 has constant determinant and any nonsingular solution may
be obtained from any other through postmultiplication by a constant matrix. In
particular
(1.6) Ψ`px;λq “ Ψ´px;λqT pλq, T pλq :“
ˆ
αpλq βpλq
β˘pλq α˘pλq
˙
where, since detΨ˘ “ 1,
αα˘´ ββ˘ “ 1.
Symmetries of (1.4) imply that, also
(1.7) α˘pλq “ αpλq, β˘pλq “ ελβpλq.
We introduce the reflection coefficient
(1.8) ρpλq “ βpλq{αpλq
and note that 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 “ 1|αpλq|2 ą 0. We then define the set
(1.9) P “  ρ P H2,2pRq : 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ą 0( .
A careful analysis of (1.4) shows that if q P L1pRq X L2pRq, α˘ has an analytic
continuation to C`, and α˘pzq Ñ 1 as |z| Ñ 8. If q0 P H2,2pRq, zeros of the
corresponding function α˘ in C` signal the presence of bright solitons, as our results
on large-time asymptotics show. Zeros of α˘ on R are known to occur for algebraic
solitons [11].
Definition 1.1. We denote by U the subset of H2,2pRq consisting of functions q
for which α˘ has no zeros on R and at most finitely many simple zeros in C`.
We prove the following theorem in Section 3.2.
Theorem 1.2. For ε “ ´1, the set U is open and dense in H2,2pRq.
Clearly U “ Ť8N“0 UN where UN consists of those q for which α˘ has exactly
N zeros in C`. If N ‰ 0, we denote by λ1, . . . , λN the simple zeros of α˘ in C`.
Associated to each λj is a norming constant Cj P Czt0u :“ Cˆ which can be
described in terms of the Jost solutions (see section 3). Thus, the spectral problem
(1.4) associates to each q P UN the spectral data
Dpqq “ `ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1˘ P P ˆ `C` ˆ Cˆ˘N .
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The map q ÞÑ Dpqq is called the direct scattering map. To describe its properties,
let
(1.10) V “
8ď
N“0
VN , VN “ P ˆ
`
C
` ˆ Cˆ˘N .
For an element D of V , write
Λ “ Λ` Y Λ`, Λ` “ tλ1, . . . , λNu
and define
(1.11) dΛ “ inf
λ,µPΛ, λ‰µ
|λ´ µ|.
Note that for any λj P Λ, | Imλj | ě p1{2qdΛ. We say that a subset V 1 of VN is
bounded if:
(i) 1` λ|ρpλq|2 ě c1 ą 0 for a fixed strictly positive constant c1,
(ii) supj p|Cj | ` |λj |q ď C for a fixed strictly positive constant C,
(iii) dΛ ě c2 ą 0 for a fixed strictly positive constant c2.
We say that a subset U 1 of U is bounded if the set tDpqq : q P Uu is a bounded
subset of V 1N and if, also, U
1 is a bounded subset of H2,2pRq. We will prove:
Theorem 1.3. For ε “ ´1, the direct scattering map
(1.12) R : U Ñ V
maps bounded subsets of UN into bounded subsets of VN for each N , and is uni-
formly Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of UN .
Remark 1.4. One-soliton solutions corresponding to eigenvalue λ “ |λ|eiφ P C`
have L2-norm
a
4pπ ´ φq if ε “ 1 and ?4φ if ε “ ´1. In the limit φ Ó 0 (ε “ `1)
or φ Ò π (ε “ ´1), λ approaches the real axis and the bright soliton becomes an
algebraic soliton. As we will show in [10] (see also [9]) N -soliton solutions separate
into a train of one-soliton solutions so that an N -soliton solution may have L2-norm
in the interval p0, N?4πq. It follows that the set UN contains elements of L2 norm
arbitrarily close to 0.
It follows from the Lax representation that the spectral data for a solution qpx, tq
of (1.2a) obey the linear evolution
9ρpλ, tq “ ´4iλ2ρpλ, tq, 9λj “ 0, 9Cj “ ´4iλ2jCj .
Definition 1.5. For each nonnegative integer N , t P R, ρ P P , and tλj , CjuNj“1 Ă
C` ˆ Cˆ, the linear evolution Φt : VN Ñ VN is given by
Φt
`
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
˘ “ ´e´4ip ¨ q2tρp ¨ q, tpλj , Cje´4iλ2j tquNj“1¯ .
It is easy to see that the map Φt preserves VN for eachN and is jointly continuous
in t and the data
`
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
˘
.
Let us introduce the phase function
θpx, t, λq “ ´
´x
t
λ` 2λ2
¯
.
The (time-dependent) inverse spectral problem is defined by a Riemann-Hilbert
problem (RHP) and a reconstruction formula.
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Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.6. Given x, t P R, ρ P P and tpλj , CjquNj“1 Ă
C` ˆ Cˆ, find a matrix-valued function
Npλ;x, tq : CzpRY Λq Ñ SLp2,Cq
with the following properties:
(i) N22pλ;x, tq “ N11pλ;x, tq, N21pλ;x, tq “ ελN12pλ;x, tq,
(ii) Npλ;x, tq “
´
1 0
q˚ 1
¯
`O
ˆ
1
λ
˙
as |λ| Ñ 8,
(iii) N has continuous boundary values N˘ on R and
N`pλ;x, tq “ N´pλ;x, tqeitθ adσ3vpλq, vpλq “
ˆ
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ρpλq
´ελρpλq 1
˙
(iv) Npλ;x, tq has simple poles at each point p P Λ:
Resλ“pNpλ;x, tq “ lim
λÑp
Npλ;x, tqeitθ ad σ3vppq
where for each λj P Λ`
vpλjq “
ˆ
0 0
λjCj 0
˙
, vpλjq “
ˆ
0 εCj
0 0
˙
.
Given the solution Npλ;x, tq of Problem 1.6, we can recover the solution qpx, tq
from the reconstruction formula
(1.13) qpx, tq “ lim
λÑ8
2iλN12pλ;x, tq.
Remark 1.7. If there exists at least one solution to Problem 1.6, it is unique. For,
given two solutions N and N 7, it is easy to see that N
`
N 7
˘´1
has no jumps across
R and no singularities at λj or λj . It follows that N
`
N 7
˘´1
is bounded and
holomorphic, hence
N
`
N 7
˘´1 “ ˆ1 0
γ 1
˙
.
Applying the symmetry condition (i) we conclude that γ “ 0 and N “ N 7.
For each N , the inverse scattering map is the map
I : VN Ñ UN´
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
¯
Ñ q
defined by Problem 1.6 (with t “ 0) and (1.13). Our next result which is the object
of Section 4 is:
Theorem 1.8. For ε “ ´1, the inverse scattering map I : V Ñ U takes bounded
subsets of VN to bounded subsets of UN for each N , and is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous on bounded subsets of VN . Moreover, R ˝ I is the identity map on V
and I ˝R is the identity map on U .
The composition I ˝ Φt is given by RHP 1.6 and the reconstruction formula
(1.13). In his thesis [14], Lee proved that the right-hand side of eq. (1.5) is the
correct solution operator for (1.2a) for q0 P U X SpRq. As a consequence of Lee’s
result, Theorem 1.3, and Theorem 1.8, we conclude:
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Theorem 1.9. Suppose ε “ ´1 and let U be the set of q0 given in Definition 1.1.
(i) The Cauchy problem for (1.2a) has a unique global solution for initial data
q0 P U ,
(ii) The solution map M : pq0, tq Ñ qpx, tq is a continuous map from U ˆr0, T s
to H2,2pRq for any T ą 0, and
(iii) For any T ą 0,
sup
tPr0,T s
}Mpq1, tq ´Mpq2, tq}H2,2 À }q1 ´ q2}H2,2
with constant uniform in q1, q2 in a bounded subset of U and t P r0, T s.
Together with the local well-posedness result of Takaoka [22], Theorem 1.9 es-
tablishes global well-posedness for the DNLS equation in an open and dense subset
of H2,2pRq.
We close this introduction by sketching the content of this paper. After a review
of the Beals-Coifman approach to Riemann-Hilbert problems and Zhou’s uniqueness
theorem [26] in Section 2, we consider the direct scattering map in Section 3. Section
3 should be read in concert with Section 3 of [17]; the main new results of this section
are the proof that the set U from Definition 1.1 is open and dense (see Propositions
3.9 and Proposition 3.10) and that, restricted to the set U , the maps from q to
the discrete scattering data are Lipschitz continuous (Proposition 3.11). Together
with the results from Section 3 of [17], they imply Theorem 1.3. All of these results
are based on analysis of the Volterra integral equations for the normalized Jost
solutions N˘ ((3.8)–(3.9)).
In Section 4, we analyze the inverse map and give the proof of Theorem 1.8.
We replace RHP 1.6 by an equivalent one for row vector solutions, RHP 4.1. In
Section 4.1, we use Zhou’s vanishing theorem [26, Theorem 9.3] to prove existence
and uniqueness. In Section 4.2, we reduce the Beals-Coifman integral equations for
RHP 4.1 to algebraic-integral equations and use these equations together with the
reconstruction formula 1.13 to prove Lipschitz continuity of the inverse scattering
map. The proof of Theorem 4.3, specialized to the case of no solitons, corrects
a gap in Paper I. The proof of Lemma 5.9 given there establishes uniqueness of
solutions to Problem 5.1, but the details of the existence proof were not provided.
Appendix A collects the Beals-Coifman integral equations for Riemann-Hilbert
problems 4.1 and 4.4. Finally, in Appendix B, we construct initial data for (1.2a)
with arbitrarily large L2 norm and empty discrete spectrum, showing that (1.2a)
(and hence, by gauge transformation, (1.1a)) admits global solutions with arbi-
trarily large L2 norm. Our computation is modelled on similar computations by
Tovbis-Venakides [24] and DiFranco-Miller [3].
The contents of this paper and its companion paper [10] appeared in somewhat
different form in the preprint [9].
Notation Index.
General.
Λ The set tλj , λjuNj“1
F , F´1 Fourier transform pair pFfq pλq “ 1
π
ż 8
´8
e´2iλxfpxq dx
C, C˘ Cauchy integral over a contour; Cauchy projectors
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σ1, σ2, σ3, σε Pauli matrices p 0 11 0 q,
`
0 i
´i 0
˘
,
`
1 0
0 ´1
˘
, p 0 1ε 0 q respectively
Maps and Spaces.
G Gauge transformation (1.3) linking (1.1a) and (1.2a)
R, I Direct and inverse scattering maps
Φt Flow on scattering data
M Solution operator I ˝ Φt ˝R for (1.2a)
U Spectrally determined, open and dense subset of H2,2pRq (Definition 1.1)
and domain of R
V Image of U under R (eq. (1.10)) and domain of I
UN , VN N -soliton sector of U ; its image under R
P Set of ρ P H2,2pRq with 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ą 0 defined in (1.9)
Scattering Solutions, Scattering Data.
α, β Scattering coefficients (1.7)
ρ Reflection coefficient (1.8)
λj , Cj Zero of α˘ and associated norming constant
Riemann-Hilbert Problems.
Γj ,Γ
˚
j Small contour surrounding λj with clockwise orientation; its complex con-
jugate path
R1 Augmented contour (4.1)
N,n Matrix and row vector-valued solutions to RHP 1.6
V, θ Jump matrix and phase function for RHP 1.6
ξ Unique critical point of θ, ξ “ ´x{4t
2. Preliminaries
We recall several important results of the Beals-Coifman theory of Riemann-
Hilbert problems. References include the original paper of Beals-Coifman [1], the
seminal paper of Zhou [26], and the recent monograph on Riemann-Hilbert problems
by Trogdon and Olver [23], especially chapter 2, Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Our discussion
follows closely the exposition in [23].
In order to state the main results of the Beals-Coifman theory, we first need to
define the class of admissible contours. We say that a contour Γ in C is complete
if Γ divides CzΓ into two regions Ω` and Ω´ so that Ω` XΩ´ “ ∅, Ω` lies to the
left of Γ, and Ω´ lies to the right of Γ.
In the following, we will assume that Γ is admissible: that is, Γ is complete,
the set γ0 of self-intersection points is finite, all self-intersections are transverse,
and the following smoothness condition holds: for any D Ť Ω˘, BD is piecewise
smooth and, if BD is unbounded, the infinite component of BD is a straight line
(this last assumption is far more stringent than necessary but will suffice for our
applications).
If Γ is an admissible contour, the Cauchy integral of a function f P L2pΓq is
given by
pCfqpzq “ 1
2πi
ż
Γ
fpsq
s´ z ds.
We will sometimes write CΓ for C to emphasize the dependence on the contour Γ.
If Γ has no self-intersections and f P H1pΓq, then pCfqpzq has Ho¨lder continuous
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boundary values C˘f on Γ where
pC˘fqpζq “ lim
zÑζ
zPΩ˘
pCfqpzq.
If Γ “ Γ1 Y . . . Y Γℓ for non-self-intersecting Γi, we define H1pΓq to be the set of
f P L2pΓq with fi :“ f |Γi in H1pΓiq for each i. If Γ is the union of two disjoint
contours Γ1 and Γ2 and h P H1pΓq, then
`
C˘h
˘ pζq “
$’&’%
`
C˘Γ1h
˘ pζq ` pCΓ2hq pζq, ζ P Γ1,`
C˘Γ2h
˘ pζq ` pCΓ1hq pζq, ζ P Γ2.
For any admissible contour, the operators C˘ extend to bounded operators on
L2pΓq with
(2.1) C` ´ C´ “ I,
where I denotes the identity operator.
We now give a precise statement of the normalized Riemann-Hilbert problem for
the contour Γ with jump matrix v. We write g˘ P BCpL2q if pg`, g´q are a pair of
functions in L2pΓq with g˘ “ C˘h for a fixed function h P L2pΓq.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.1. Given a 2 ˆ 2 matrix-valued function v on Γ
with v, v´1 P L8pΓq, find an analytic function
Mp ¨ q : CzΓÑ SLp2,Cq
having continuous boundary values
M˘pζq “ lim
zÑζ,
zPΩ˘
Mpzq
for ζ P Γ satisfying the jump relation M`pζq “M´pζqvpζq, and
M˘p ¨ q ´ I P BCpL2q.
Remark 2.2. We will also consider the case where we seek a row-vector-valued
function M with the same jump relation and the condition
M˘p¨q ´ p1, 0q P BCpL2q.
The results cited below apply to this problem with obvious changes in hypotheses.
We now derive the Beals-Coifman equations for (2.1). Suppose that v admits
the factorization
v “ pI ´ w´q´1pI ` w`q,
w˘ P L8pΓq XL2pΓq. We may then introduce a new matrix-valued (or row vector-
valued) function µ defined in terms of the putative boundary values M˘ by
µ “M`pI ` w`q´1 “M´pI ´ w´q´1, µ´ I P L2pΓq.
It is easy to see that
M` ´M´ “ µpw´ ` w`q
so that
(2.2) Mpzq “ I `
ż
Γ
µpsqpw´psq ` w`psqq
s´ z
ds
2πi
.
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Thus, in order to find Mpzq on CzΓ, it suffices to compute µ. Taking the boundary
values we recover that
M˘pζq “ I ` C˘
“
µp ¨ q `w´p ¨ q ` w`p ¨ q˘‰ pζq.
A short computation using (2.1) shows that µ solves the Beals-Coifman integral
equation
(2.3) µ “ I ` Cwµ
where
Cwh “ C`phw´q ` C´phw`q.
A basic result of the Beals-Coifman theory is:
Theorem 2.3. There exists a unique solution M to the Riemann-Hilbert Problem
2.1 if and only if there exists a unique solution µ with µ´ I P L2pΓq to the Beals-
Coifman integral equation (2.3).
For proof and discussion see for example Zhou [26, Proposition 3.3] and [23,
Section 2.7].
A second important result of the theory concerns problems with residues such
as RHP 1.6. Associated to the residues are discrete data tζj , cju2Nj“1, ζj P CzΓ and
cj P Cˆ, which describe the location of residues and the leading term of the Laurent
series. We restrict to the case of simple poles and assume a special structure (see
Problem 2.4(ii)) for the residue conditions which will suffice for our applications.
We denote by Z the finite set tζju2Nj“1.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.4. Find an analytic function
Mp ¨ q : Cz pΓY Zq Ñ SLp2,Cq
so that:
(i) Mp ¨ q has continuous boundary values
M˘pζq “ lim
zÑζ,zPΩ˘
Mpzq
for ζ P Γ satisfying the jump relation M`pζq “M´pζqvpζq and
M˘p ¨ q ´ I P BCpL2q.
(ii) For each ζj P Z,
Resz“ζj Mpzq “ lim
zÑζj
Mpzqvj
where
vj “
ˆ
0 0
cj 0
˙
, 1 ď j ď N, vj “
ˆ
0 cj
0 0
˙
, N ` 1 ď j ď 2N.
The residue condition means that for 1 ď j ď N , the first column of Mpzq has a
pole given by cj times the value of the second column, while, for N ` 1 ď j ď 2N ,
the second column of Mpzq has a residue given by cj times the value of the first
column.
Problem 2.4 is equivalent to a Riemann-Hilbert problem with no discrete data
but having an augmented contour
Γ1 “ ΓY tγju2Nj“1
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where each γj is a simple closed curve in CzΓ surrounding ζj and no other element
of Z. The new curves are given an orientation consistent with the orientation of the
original contour Γ and so Γ1 also divides CzΓ1 into two disjoint sets Ω1` and Ω1´.
We assume that, with this orientation, the interior of Dj lies in Ω´ for 1 ď j ď n
and in Ω` for n` 1 ď j ď 2n. The additional jump matrices are constructed from
the discrete data. In what follows, Dj is the interior of γj , and C
˘ are the Cauchy
projectors for the contour Γ1. As before, we say that g˘ P BCpL2q if g˘ “ C˘h for
a fixed function h P L2pΓ1q.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.5. Find an analytic function
M : CzΓ1 :Ñ SLp2,Cq
with continuous boundary values
M˘pζq “ lim
zÑζ,
zPΩ1˘
Mpzq,
so that M˘p ¨ q ´ I P BCΓ1pL2q and M`pζq “ M´pζqv1pζq for ζ P Γ1, where for
1 ď j ď n,
v1
ˇˇ
Γ
“ vpζq, v1 ˇˇ
γj
“
˜
1 0
cj
ζ ´ ζj 1
¸
, v1
ˇˇ
γj`n
“
˜
1
cj`n
ζ ´ ζj`n
0 1
¸
,
Theorem 2.6. Problems 2.4 and 2.5 are equivalent, i.e., there exists a unique
solution to Problem 2.4 if and only if there exists a unique solution to Problem 2.5.
Their respective solutions M and M 1 are related by
Mpzq “
$’’&’’’%
M 1pzq, z R Ť2Nj“1Dj
M 1pzq
ˆ
I ` vj
z ´ ζj
˙
, z P Dj
For a proof see [26, Section 6].
3. The Direct Scattering Map
This section is devoted to the study of the direct map. We prove Theorem 1.2
in section 3.2 and Theorem 1.3 in section 3.3. We omit the proof of the continuous
dependence of ρ on q since the analysis is essentially unchanged from Section 3 of
Paper I. Full details can also be found in the thesis of the second author [16].
In Section 3.1, we establish analyticity of αpλq in λ with Lipschitz continuity
in q. We then prove via perturbation theory that the set U is open and dense in
H2,2pRq. Theorem 1.3 follows using perturbation theory since α has only finitely
many simple poles and the Jost functions are analytic.
3.1. Analytic Continuation.
Theorem 3.1. The function α extends to an analytic function on C´ with
|αpλ; q1q ´ αpλ; q2q|
ď expC
´
}q1}2H2,2 ` }q2}2H2,2
¯
p}q1}H2,2 ` }q2}H2,2 q p}q1 ´ q2}H2,2q .
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where the constants are uniform in λ with Imλ ď 0. Moreover,
(3.1) lim
RÑ8
sup
|λ|ěR,Imλď0
|αpλq ´ 1| “ 0
where the convergence is uniform in q in a bounded subset of H2,2pRq.
Remark 3.2. Eq. (3.1) implies that zeros of α are contained in a relatively compact
subset of C`. Using the formula
(3.2) α˘pλq “ αpλq,
we analytically continue α˘ to C` with similar properties.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we study analyticity of the normalized Jost
solutions
(3.3) N˘px, λq “ Ψ˘px, λqeixλσ3
which are unique solutions of the spectral problem
(3.4)
dN˘
dx
“ ´iλrσ3, N˘s `QλN˘ ´ i
2
σ3Q
2N˘
lim
xÑ˘8
N˘px, λq “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
(see (1.4)). It follows from (1.6) that
(3.5) N`px, λq “ N´px, λqe´iλx adpσ3qT pλq.
From (1.7) with ε “ ´1, (3.5) at x “ 0, and the fact that detN˘ “ 1, we derive
the Wronskian formulae
αpλq “ N`11p0, λqN´11p0, λq ` λ´1N`21p0, λqN´21p0, λq,(3.6)
βpλq “ 1
λ
´
N´11p0, λqN`21p0, λq ´N`11p0, λqN´21p0, λq
¯
(3.7)
which reduce the study of the analyticity properties of α and β to those of the
normalized Jost functions N˘.
It follows from (3.4) that N`11px, λq and N`21px, λq satisfy the Volterra integral
equations
N`11px, λq “ 1´
ż 8
x
qpyqN`21pyq dy ´
ż 8
x
i
2
|qpyq|2N`11py, λq dy(3.8)
N`21px, λq “
ż 8
x
e2iλpx´yqλqpyqN`11py, λq dy(3.9)
` i
2
ż 8
x
e2iλpx´yq|qpyq|2N`21py, λq dy.
Integrating by parts to remove the factor λ in (3.9) and iterating the resulting
equations lead to the following system of integral equations (see Paper I, equation
(3.4)):
N`11px, λq “ 1´
1
2i
ż 8
x
qpyq
ż 8
y
e2iλpy´zqq7pzqN`11pz, λq dz dy(3.10)
N`21px, λq “
1
2i
qpxqN`11px, λq `
1
2i
ż 8
x
e2iλpx´yqq7pyqN`11py, λq dy(3.11)
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where
q7pxq “ q1pxq ` i
2
|qpxq|2qpxq.
Lemma 3.3. There exist unique solutions of (3.10)–(3.11) with
sup
Imλď0
ˇˇ
N`11px, λq
ˇˇ ď expˆ1
2
}q}L1}q7}L1
˙
and
sup
Imλď0
ˇˇ
N`21px, λq
ˇˇ ď expˆ1
2
}q}L1}q7}L1
˙`}q}L1 ` }q7}L1˘
which are analytic functions of λ P C´ for each x. Moreover,
(3.12)
ˇˇ
N`11px, λ; q1q ´N`11px, λ; q2q
ˇˇ
ď exp
”
C
´
}q1}L1}q71}L1 ` }q2}L1}q72}L1
¯ı
ˆ
´
}q1 ´ q2}L1}q71}L1 ` }q2}L1}q71 ´ q72}L1
¯
where C is independent of λ with Impλq ď 0 and x ě 0.
Proof. Equation (3.10) is of Volterra type
(3.13) N`11 “ 1`KqN`11.
Using that
ˇˇ
e2iλpx´yq
ˇˇ ď 1 for Imλ ď 0 and x ď y, the estimate
|pKqhqpxq| ď γpxq sup
yąx
|hpyq|
holds with
γpxq “
ż 8
x
|qpyq|
ż 8
y
|q7pzq| dz dy.
From the classical theory of Volterra integral equations, the solutions of (3.10)–
(3.11) are given by Volterra series that converge uniformly in λ and x ě 0. Each
term in the series defines an analytic function of λ P C` so that analyticity follows
from uniform convergence. Moreover, the estimate
(3.14)
››pI ´Kqq´1››CpR`qÑCpR`q ď expˆ12}q}L1}q7}L1
˙
,
holds uniformly in λ with Imλ ď 0. Using eq. (3.11) and the fact that }q}L1 and
}q7}L1 are controlled by }q}H2,2 ,
››N`11››CpR`q and ››N`21››CpR`q are bounded uniformly
in λ with Imλ ď 0 and q in a bounded subset of H2,2pRq. Finally, the resolvent
estimate (3.14) and the second resolvent formula imply (3.12). Similar estimates
are obtained for N´11 and N
´
21 for x P R´. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From the Wronskian formula (3.6) and the uniform bounds
on N´21 and N
`
21, estimate (3.1) will follow from
(3.15) lim
RÑ8
sup
|λ|ěR,Imλď0
|N˘11p0, λq ´ 1| “ 0.
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We sketch the proof of (3.15) for N`11; the proof for N
´
11 is similar. From (3.10) and
an integration by parts we see that
N`11px, λq ´ 1 “ ´
1
2i
ż 8
x
qpyq
ż 8
y
e´2iλpz´yqq7pzq dz dy(3.16)
´ 1
4λ
ż 8
x
qpyq rG1py, λq `G2py, λq `G3py, λqs dy,
where
G1px, λq “ ´q7pxq
`
N`11px, λq ´ 1
˘
G2px, λq “ ´
ż 8
x
e´2iλpy´xq
`
q7
˘1 pyq `N`11py, λq ´ 1˘ dy
G3px, λq “ ´
ż 8
x
e´2iλpy´xqq7pyqBN
`
11
Bx py, λq dy.
Reversing the orders of integration in the first right-hand term of (3.16) and
integrating by parts we may estimateˇˇˇˇż 8
x
qpyq
ż 8
y
e´2iλpz´yqq7pzq dz dy
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1|λ| }q
7}L1
`}q}L8 ` }q1}L1˘ .
From Lemma 3.3 we have |G1px, λq| À 1 where the implied constants depend only on
}q}L1 and }q7}L1 . Differentiating (3.10) to compute BN`11{Bx we may similarly esti-
mate |G3px, λq|. To estimate G2px, λq, we need to show that
››N`11p ¨ , λq ´ 1››L2pR`q
is bounded uniformly in λ with Imλ ď 0 and q in a bounded subset of H2,2pRq.
This is done in Lemma 3.5 below. 
To prove the L2 estimate on N`11px, λq ´ 1, we return to the integral equation
(3.13) and note that the operator Kq is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L
2pR`q
uniformly in λ for Imλ ď 0. Indeed its integral kernel is given by
(3.17) Kpx, zq “
$’’&’’%
ż z
x
qpyqe´2iλpz´yqq7pzq dy, x ă z
0, x ą z
with
}K}L2pR`ˆR`q ď
››q7››
L2,1{2
}q}L1.
One checks that
kerL2pR`qpI ´Kqq Ă kerCpR`qpI ´Kqq “ t0u
where the last equality follows from the existence of the resolvent pI ´ Kqq´1 on
CpR`q. Writing Kq “ Kqpλq to display the dependence of the operator Kq on λ,
we can show that
(3.18) lim
|λ|Ñ8
}Kqpλq}HS “ 0
uniformly in λ with Imλ ď 0 and q in a bounded subset of H2,2pRq. This follows
from the integration by partsż z
x
qpyqe´2iλpz´yq dy “ 1
2iλ
„
qpzq ´ qpxqe´2iλpx´yq `
ż z
x
e´2iλpz´yqq1pyq dy

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and a straightforward estimate of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm using (3.17). We may
also estimate
}Kq1pλq ´Kq2pλq}L2pR`ˆR`q ď
›››q71 ´ q72›››
L2,1{2
}q1}L1 `
›››q72›››
L2,1{2
}q1 ´ q2}L1
uniformly in λ with Imλ ď 0. On the other hand, it follows from the Dominated
Convergence Theorem that }Kqpλ1q ´Kqpλ2q}L2pR`ˆR`q Ñ 0 as λ1 Ñ λ2 for any
fixed q P L1pRq X L2,1{2pRq. We now use a ‘continuity-compactness argument’ as
well as (3.18) to prove:
Lemma 3.4. The resolvent pI´Kqpλqq´1 exists as a bounded operator on L2pR`q,
and for any M ą 0,
sup
Imλď0, }q}
H2,2
ďM
››pI ´Kqpλqq´1››L2pR`qÑL2pR`q ă 8.
Proof. For any M ą 0, R ą 0, the identity map takes the set
tλ P C : Imλ ď 0, |λ| ď Ru ˆ  q P H2,2pRq : }q}H2,2 ďM(
into a subset of C ˆ pL2,1{2 X L1q with compact closure. By the second resolvent
formula, the map pλ, qq ÞÑ pI ´Kqpλqq´1 is continuous into the bounded operators
on L2pR`q. It follows by compactness and continuity that the set pI ´Kqpλqq´1 : Imλ ď 0, |λ| ď R, }q}H2,2 ďM(
is compact in BpL2pR`qq, hence bounded. On the other hand, for sufficiently large
R depending onM , we have from (3.18) that sup|λ|ěR
››pI ´Kqpλqq´1››BpL2pR`qq ď 2
for any q with }q}H2,2 ďM . 
Lemma 3.5. If q P H2,2pRq, the estimate››N`11p ¨ , λq ´ 1››L2pR`q À 1
holds.
Proof. The function η “ N`11 ´ 1 obeys the integral equation η “ Kqp1q `Kqpηq
where
Kqp1q “ 1
2i
ż 8
x
qpyq
ż 8
z
e´2iλpz´yqq7pzq dz dy.
We may estimate
}Kqp1q}L2pR`q ď 〈x〉´3{2 }q}L2,2 }q7}L1
which shows thatKqp1q P L2pR`q uniformly in λ with Imλ ď 0. The desired bound
is obtained using Lemma 3.4.

3.2. Generic Properties of Spectral Data. In this subsection we prove The-
orem 1.2. Lee [14] showed that a dense and open subset of potentials q in the
Schwartz class have at most finitely many simple zeros of α and no spectral singu-
larities. His proof is based on a general argument of Beals and Coifman [1]. Here
we give a more precise functional analytic argument inspired by analogous results
in Schro¨dinger scattering theory (see the manuscript of Dyatlov and Zworski [5,
Chapter 2, Theorem 2.2]).
We will now write αpλ; qq ” αpλq to emphasize the dependence of α on q. The
set of C80 pRq potentials q is dense in H2,2pRq. The following fact is well-known and
easy to prove; see for example Chapter 2 of [14].
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that q P C80 pRq. Then αpλ; qq is an entire function of λ and
has at most finitely many zeros in Imλ ď c for any c P R.
Using this lemma, a perturbation argument and Rouche´’s theorem, we will con-
struct a dense set of potentials in H2,2pRq for which α has at most finitely many
simple zeros in C´ and no zeros on R. We will then exploit Theorem 3.1 to show
that this set is also open. These steps are carried out in Propositions 3.9 and 3.10
below which together give the proof of Theorem 1.2.
To construct the dense set, we need two perturbation lemmas for the transition
matrix T pλq defined in (1.6). The first concerns perturbation from the zero potential
for which αpλq ” 1 and βpλq ” 0.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that ϕ P C80 pr´R,Rsq, λ ‰ 0, and µ is a small parameter.
Let q “ µϕ. Then the associated transition matrix has the form
T pλ, qq “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
`
ˆ
0 µcϕ
´λµcϕ 0
˙
`O `µ2˘
where cϕ “ ´
ş8
´8 e
2iλyϕpyq dy and the correction term depends on }ϕ}H1,1 .
Proof. It suffices to show that
αpλq „ 1`O `µ2˘ ,(3.19)
λβpλq “ λµ
ż
e´2iλyϕpyq dy `O `µ2˘ .(3.20)
We know from Section 3.2 of Paper I that, for λ P R, the uniform estimateˇˇ`
N`11px, λq, N`21px, λq
˘ˇˇ À 1
holds with the implied constants depending only on }q}H2,2 (the key issue is that
the large-λ behavior is controlled despite the λ-dependence of the perturbing term
in (3.4); see equations (3.4) of Paper I for the integration by parts that removes
this term). Taking limits as x Ñ ´8 in equations (3.8)–(3.9) for N` (and as
x Ñ ´8 in the corresponding equations for N´) and using the relation (3.5), we
deduce that (3.19) and (3.20) hold. 
The next lemma gives a mechanism for splitting multiple poles and perturbing
zeros on the real axis.
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that q1 and q2 are compactly supported potentials with dis-
joint supports, and that the support of q2 on the real line lies to the left of the
support of q1. Then:
(i) The identity
T pλ, q1 ` q2q “ T pλ, q2qT pλ, q1q
holds.
(ii) If q1 P C80 pp´R,Rqq and q2 “ µϕ with ϕ P C80 pp´2R,´Rqq, the formula
(3.21) T pλ, q1 ` µϕq “
ˆ
1 µcϕ
´λµcϕ 1
˙
T pλ, q1q `O
`
µ2
˘
holds.
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Proof. Consider the normalized solution N`px, λ, qq. It is not difficult to see that
N`px, λ, q1 ` q2q “ N`px, λ, q2qN`px, λ, q1q.
We may now compute
T pλ, q1 ` q2q “ lim
xÑ´8
eiλx adpσ3q
“
N`px, λ, q2qN`px, λ, q1q
‰ “ T pλ, q2qT pλ, q1q
The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the first. 
Suppose that q1 and q2 are chosen as in Lemma 3.8(ii). To simplify the notation,
let us write αpλ, µq to denote αpλ, q1 ` µϕq. It follows from (3.21) that
αpλ, µq “ αpλ, 0q ` µcϕλβpλq `O
`
µ2
˘
.
In the next proposition, we expand the above formula near λ “ λ0:
(3.22) αpλ, µq “ αpλ, 0q ` µcϕ0λ0βpλ0q ` C0pλ´ λ0qµ`O
`
µ2
˘
.
where
cϕ0 “ ´
ż 8
´8
e2iλ0yϕpyq dy, and |C0| ď
›››› ddλ ´λβpλq¯
››››
L8
.
From the compactly supported potential q and the asymptotic behavior of αpλq
given in (3.1), we know that α has finitely many zeros in C´ YR. Let Dpλi, riq be
non-overlapping discs centered at the finitely many zeros λi as shown in Figure 3.1.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that R ą 0 and q P C80 pr´R,Rsq. Let αpλq be the p1, 1q
entry of the transition matrix for q. For ϕ P C80 pRq, let αpλ, µq be the p1, 1q entry
for the transition matrix of q ` µϕ. In particular, αpλ, 0q “ αpλq.
(i) Suppose that tλiumi“1 are the isolated zeros of αpλq in C´YR and λi ‰ 0 is
one of the zeros of αpλq of multiplicity n ě 2, i.e. αpλq “ pλ´λiqngpλq for
some analytic function g with gpλiq ‰ 0. Then, for some ϕ P C80 pRq and
all sufficiently small µ ‰ 0, αpλ, µq has n simple zeros in the disc Dpλi, riq.
(ii) Suppose that after the perturbation described in part (i), Λj is a simple zero
of αpλ, µq on the real axis and Λj ‰ 0. Then, there is a function ϕ P C80 pRq
such that, for all real, nonzero and sufficiently small µ1, αpλ, µ1q has no
zeros on the real axis near Λj.
In both cases, we may choose ϕ to have support in p´2R,´Rq Y pR, 2Rq.
Proof. (i) We first claim that there exists a function ϕ P C80 pRq, ϕ ě 0 such that
pϕpλiq “ ż 8
´8
e2iλixϕpxq dx ‰ 0
for all i, 1 ď i ď m. Indeed, let 2λi “ ξi ` iηi,
pϕpλiq “ ż 8
´8
pcos ξix` i sin ξixqeηixϕpxq dx
with eηixϕpxq ě 0 for all x.
Let ξ “ maxtξ1, ...ξi, ...ξmu, r “ π{2ξ and assume |supppϕq| ď r, then for all i,
at least one of cos ξix and sin ξix does not change sign on the support of ϕ. Thuspϕpλiq‰ 0 for all i. Using the Taylor expansion of pϕpλq and λβpλq we can write
(3.22) as
αpλ, µq “ pλ´ λiqngpλq`µcϕiλiβpλiq ` C0pλ´ λiqµ`O
`
µ2
˘
.
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If we can establish the following inequalities
(3.23)
ˇˇˇ
λβpλq
ˇˇˇ
L8
Àq 1
and
(3.24)
ˇˇˇ
pλβpλqq1
ˇˇˇ
L8
Àq 1
for λ P Dpλi, riq, then
|αpλ, µq ´ pλ ´ λiqngpλq| “ |µcϕiλiβpλiq ` C0pλ´ λiqµ`O
`
µ2
˘ | ď |λ´ λi|n|gpλq|
for µ sufficiently small and λ P BDpλi, riq. Rouche´’s Theorem shows that the
number of zeros of αpλ, µq and αpλ, 0q agree (with multiplicities) in Dpλi, riq. That
is, αpλ, µq has exactly n zeros there.
To prove estimates (3.23) and (3.24), we use that
λβpλq “ lim
xÑ8
e´2iλxN´21px, λq
and the analogue of (3.9) for N´21 to compute
λβpλq “
ż R
´R
e´2iλy
´
´λqpyqN´11py, λq ` p2pyqN´21py, λq
¯
dy.
From direct computation, its derivative is
d
dλ
´
λβpλq
¯
“
ż R
´R
e´2iλyp´2iyq
´
´λqpyqN´11py, λq ` p2pyqN´21py, λq
¯
dy
`
ż R
´R
e´2iλy
´
´qpyqN´11py, λq ` p2pyqN´21py, λqλ
¯
dy
´
ż R
´R
e´2iλy
´
´λqpyqN´11py, λqλ ` p2pyqN´21py, λqλ
¯
dy.
Inequalities (3.23) and (3.24) follow from these expressions and Lemma 3.3.
Now we want to show that the zeros of αpλ, µq are simple. For 0 ď k ď n ´ 1,
consider the disc around the kth root of unity of γi (see figure 3.1)
Dk :“ D
´
|γi| 1n eipφ`2πkq{n ` λi, ρ|γi| 1n
¯
where
γi “ µcϕiλiβpλiq
gpλiq , φ “ arg γi ` π.
Notice that if ρ ă π{n, then Dk XDℓ is empty for k ‰ ℓ. We now expand gpλq at
λ “ λi and get
αpλ, µq “ pλ´ λiqngpλiq `Opλ´ λiqn`1.
For λ P BDk, ˇˇˇ
pλ´ λiqngpλiq ` µcϕiλiβpλiq ´ αpλ, µq
ˇˇˇ
ÀC0|γi|1` 1n .
On the other hand, if we choose ρ ą 2C0|γi| 1n then for λ P BDk,
|pλ´ λiqngpλiq ´ γigpλiq| “ |γi|ρ
`
1`O `ρ2˘˘
ÁC0|γi|1` 1n ě |pλ´ λiqngpλiq ` µcϕiλiβpλiq ´ αpλ, µq|.
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C
`
C
´ Dk
Dpλi, riq
Figure 3.1. Zeros of α˘ and α in the λ plane
Since the discs Dk are disjoint, Rouche´’s theorem now shows that there is exactly
one zero of αpλ, µq in each Dk. Consequently, all n zeros are simple.
(ii) After the perturbation step (i), αpλ, µq has simple zeros trλjulj“1. Suppose
that one of them, rλj , is located on the real axis. We perform another small pertur-
bation of the potential and write
αpλ, µ1q “ pλ´ rλjqhpλ, µq ` µ1cψjrλjβprλj , µq ` C 10pλ´ rλjqµ1 `O `µ12˘
where
pλ´ rλjqhpλ, µq “ αpλ, µq.
Let
Dj :“ D
´rλi ` rδj , ρ1|rδj |¯ with rδj “ µ1cψjrλjβprλj , µq
hprλj , µq .
Given rλj P R, we can make appropriate choices of small parameter µ1 and ψ P
C80 pRq such that Imprλj ` rδjq is strictly nonzero and Dj X R is empty. Since there
are only finitely many zeros, we can choose µ that satisfies this property for all
j “ 1, 2, ..., l. Repeating the argument in (i), we get the desired conclusion. 
Proposition 3.9 shows that there is a dense subset of q P H2,2pRq for which
αpλ; qq has at most finitely many simple zeros in C´ and no zeros on R. Due to the
symmetry relation between α and α˘, on has a similar result for α˘. The continuity of
α in q, the fact that α is analytic in C´ and the continuity of the map q ÞÑ αp ¨ , qq
imply that this set is also open.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose q0 P H2,2pRq and αp ¨ ; q0q has exactly n simple zeros
in C´ and no zeros on R. There is a neighborhood N of q0 in H2,2pRq so that all
q P N have the same properties.
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C`
C´
rλj
Dj
Drλj
Figure 3.2. Simple zero of αpλ, µq on R
Proof. Since |αpλ; q0q| does not vanish on R, we have |αpλ; q0q| ě c for some c ą 0.
It follows from Lipschitz continuity of q ÞÑ αp ¨ ; qq ´ 1 as maps H2,2pRq Ñ H1pRq
that there is an r0 ą 0 so that |αpλ; qq| ě c{2 for all q with }q ´ q0}H2,2 ă r0. Next,
let η1 “ infj‰k |λj ´ λk|, η2 “ infk | Imλk|, and η “ 12 infpη1, η2q. By Theorem
3.1 there is an r1 ą 0 so that the n simple zeros of α remain simple and move a
distance no more than η for q P H2,2pRq with }q ´ q0}H2,2 ă r1. Take N “ Bpq0, rq
where r ă infpr1, r2q. 
3.3. Lipschitz Continuity of Spectral Data for Generic Potentials. We
complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 by showing the Lipschitz continuity of the eigen-
values λk and the norming constants Ck on open subsets of UN with bounds uniform
in bounded subsets of UN . This is a result in eigenvalue perturbation theory and
is done in Proposition 3.11.
We order the zeros of α˘ by the size of their modulus and, given two zeros with the
same modulus, we order them by increasing phase in p0, πq. The norming constants
Ck are defined in terms of the normalized Jost solutions N
˘ of (3.4) as follows. If
α˘pλkq “ 0, there is a constant Bk with the property
(3.25)
ˆ
N´11px, λkq
N´21px, λkq
˙
“ Bkλke2iλkx
ˆ
N`12px, λkq
N`22px, λkq
˙
Since α˘1pλkq ‰ 0, Ck :“ Bk{pα˘1pλkqq where λk P C`. The discrete scattering data
are composed of the pairs pλk, Ckq.
Proposition 3.11. Suppose that q0 P U with N simple zeros of α˘ in C`. Let
Λ “ tλ1, . . . , λNu be the zeros of α˘ with the ordering as described above, and recall
the definition (1.11) of dΛ. There is a neighborhood N of q0 so that:
(i) For any q P N , α˘pλ; qq has exactly n simple zeros in C`, no zeros on R,
and |λjpqq ´ λjpq0q| ď 14dΛ.
(ii) The estimate |λjpqq´λjpq0q| ď C }q ´ q0}H2,2 holds for C uniform in q P N .
(iii) The estimate |Bjpqq ´ Bjpq0q| ď C }q ´ q0}H2,2 holds for C uniform in
q P N .
(iv) The estimate |Cjpqq ´ Cjpq0q| ď C }q ´ q0}H2,2 holds for C uniform in
q P N .
Proof. (i) From Proposition 3.10 and (3.2), we immediately conclude that there is
a neighborhood N of q0 for which if q P N , α˘pλ; qq has exactly N simple zeros
in C` with no singularities on the real axis. We can establish continuity of the
simple zeros as a function of q (and hence estimate |λjpqq ´ λjpq0q| ď 14dΛ) as
follows. The equation α˘pλjpqq; qq “ 0, defines λj as an analytic function of q in a
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neighborhood of q owing to the fact that α˘1pλjpq0q, q0q ‰ 0 and the implicit function
theorem on the Banach space C ˆ H2,2pRq. The function α˘pλ; qq is analytic in q
because the functions appearing in the Wronskian formula (3.6) may be computed
by convergent Volterra series which are analytic in q.
(ii) The implicit function theorem also guarantees that the function λjpqq will
be C1 as a function of q, and hence Lipschitz continuous.
(iii) Uniqueness for the equation (3.4) guarantees that at least one of N`12p0, λjq
and N`22p0, λjq is nonzero at q “ q0. Suppose that N`12p0, λjpq0qq ‰ 0. By shrinking
the neighborhood if needed, we may assume that N`12p0, λjpqqq ą 0 strictly for all
q P N . We then obtain from (3.25) that Bjpqq “ λjpqqN´21p0, λjpqqq{N`22p0, λjpqqq
which, as a product and quotient of Lipschitz continuous functions of q, is itself
Lipschitz continuous in q.
(iv) Finally, α˘1pλkq can easily be expressed in terms of α˘ through a Cauchy
integral over a small circle around λk due to the analyticity of α˘ in C
`. The
Lipschitz continuity of Bj and α˘pλjq in q extends to the norming constants Cj . 
4. The Inverse Scattering Map
This section is devoted to the analysis of the inverse scattering map. The fol-
lowing Riemann-Hilbert problem is equivalent to Problem 1.6 and is technically
simpler.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 4.1. Given x, t P R, ρ P P , and tpλj , CjquNj“1 in
pC` ˆ CˆqN , find a row vector-valued function npx, t, zq : CzpR Y Λq Ñ C2 with
the following properties:
(i) npλ;x, tq “ `1 0˘`Oˆ 1
λ
˙
as |z| Ñ 8,
(ii) n has continuous boundary values n˘ on R and
n`pλ;x, tq “ n´pλ;x, tqeitθ adpσ3qV pλq, V pλq “
ˆ
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ρpλq
´ελρpλq 1
˙
,
(iii) For each λ P Λ,
Resz“λ npλ;x, tq “ lim
zÑλ
npz;x, tqeitθ adpσ3qV pλq
where for each λ P Λ`
V pλq “
ˆ
0 0
λCλ 0
˙
, V pλq “
ˆ
0 εCλ
0 0
˙
.
Remark 4.2. As discussed in Section 2, we can replace the residue conditions in
(iii) by introducing new circular contours Γj and Γ
˚
j about λj and λj for each j.
We denote the augmented contour by
(4.1) R1 “ RY `YNj“1Γj˘Y `YNj“1Γ˚j ˘ .
Along the added contours we get new jump matrices
V pλq|Γj “
˜
0 0
λjCj
λ´λj
0
¸
, V pλq|Γ˚
j
“
˜
0
´εCj
λ´λj
0 0
¸
.
We will study the inverse scattering map defined by Problem 4.1 and the recon-
struction formula (1.13). We will first prove that Problem 4.1 is uniquely solvable,
and then reduce by symmetry to a scalar Fredholm type integral equation and an
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integral reconstruction formula to show that the map from scattering data to q is
Lipschitz continuous.
4.1. Existence and Uniqueness. For convenience we take t “ 0 so that the jump
matrix in Problem 4.1 is e´ixλ adpσ3qV rather than e´itθ adpσ3qV . We will consider
ρ in the space2
(4.2) Y “  ρ P L2pRq : pρ, pρ 1 P L1pRq( ,
into which H2,2pRq is compactly embedded, and we will impose the constraint
(4.3) 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ą 0.
We will need the unique solvability of Problem 4.1 for ρ in this larger space in order
to carry out a uniform resolvent estimate in the next subsection (see Lemmas 4.15
and 4.16). Note that any ρ P Y satisfies ρ, λρpλq P L8pRq.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a unique solution to Problem 4.1 for any ρ P Y and
tpλj , Cjqu P pC` ˆ CˆqN .
We will give a complete proof of Theorem 4.3 for the case ε “ ´1. At the end of
this subsection, we give the key transformation needed to extend the proof to the
ε “ `1 case.
By Theorem 2.6, Problem 4.1 is uniquely solvable if and only if the modified
RHP with augmented contour R1 “ RY pYjΓjq Y
`YjΓ˚j ˘ and new jump matrices
as described in Remark 4.2 is uniquely solvable. Make the factorization V “ pI ´
W´q´1pI `W`q where
(4.4) pW`,W´qˇˇ
R
“
ˆˆ
0 0
´ελρ 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 ρ
0 0
˙˙
, W´
ˇˇ
Γj
“ 0, W` ˇˇ
Γj˚
“ 0,
and let CW be the associated Beals-Coifman integral operator. We wish to show
that pI´CW q is invertible on L2pR1q. It follows, for example, from Theorem 5.10 of
[15] that I´CW is a Fredholm operator on L2pR1q: hence, to show that pI´CW q´1
exists, is is enough to show that kerL2pI ´ CW q is trivial. We will show that
kerL2pI ´ CW q “ t0u assuming that ρ belongs to the space (4.2) and the constraint
(4.3) holds.
To prove that kerL2pI´CW q is trivial, we will show that any νp0q P kerL2pI´CW q
induces a vector µp0q P kerL2pI ´ Cwq, where Cw is the Beals-Coifman operator
associated to a uniquely solvable Riemann-Hilbert problem, Problem 4.4 below,
related to Problem 1.6 by a quadratic change of variables. The following observation
will play a crucial role: νp0q
ˇˇ
Γi
(resp. νp0q
ˇˇ
Γ˚
i
) is the boundary value of a function
analytic in the interior of Γi (resp. the interior of Γ
˚
i ). This fact can easily be
deduced from the homogeneous versions of (A.1)–(A.4) in Appendix A.1. Hence,
νp0q has an analytic continuation to the small discs bounded by Γi and Γ
˚
i .
To describe the new RHP, let ρ P Y obey (4.3) and tpλj , CjquNj“1 P pC` ˆ CˆqN
be given. Let Σ be the oriented contour shown on the left-hand side of Figure 4.1.
2This choice is natural but in our Lemma 4.5, we need to check that Zhou’s vanishing theorem
applies to Problem 4.4 since the jump matrix in Problem 4.4 does not belong to the space H1pΣq
usually considered (see, for example, [23, Definition 2.54 and Theorem 2.73 ]). One can avoid this
problem by using the somewhat less natural spacerY “ tρ P L2pRq : p1` |λ|q3{4ρ1pλq P L2pRqu
into which H2,2pRq is compactly embedded and yields r P H1pRq for r as defined in (4.5).
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Figure 4.1. The Contours Σ and Σ1
ζj
´ζj ζj
´ζj ζj
´ζj ζj
´ζj γj´γj
´γj γj
The contour Σ is mapped to R with its usual orientation by the orientation-
preserving map ζ ÞÑ ζ2. Define
(4.5) rpζq “ ζρpζ2q, ζj “
a
λj , cj “ 1
2
Cj
where we take the principle branch of the square root so that ζj P C``. Note that
r is differentiable, odd, and r P L2pΣq. If we set
r˘pζq “ εrpζq,
then 1 ´ rr˘ ą 0 strictly since ρ P Y . If ε “ ´1, the following RHP with data`
r, tpζj , cjquNj“1
˘
is amenable to Zhou’s vanishing theorem [26, Theorem 9.3] We
denote by ˘γj and ˘γj small circular contours around the points ˘ζj and ˘ζj and
denote by Σ1 the augmented contour
Σ1 “ ΣY pYj ˘ γjq Y pYj ˘ γjq
shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4.1.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 4.4. Given r P L8pRq X L2pRq with
rp´ζq “ ´rpζq, inf
ζPΣ
p1´ rpζqr˘pζqq ą 0,
and tpζj , cjquNj“1 P pC`` ˆ Cˆq
N
, find a function M : CzΣ1 Ñ SLp2,Cq with
continuous boundary values M˘pζ;xq on Σ1 so that M˘p ¨ ;xq ´ I P BCpL2q and
M`pζ;xq “M´pζ;xqe´ixζ2 adσ3vpζq where
v|Σ “
ˆ
1´ rpζqr˘pζq rpζq
r˘pζq 1
˙
, v|˘γj “
ˆ
1 0
cj
ζ¯ζj
1
˙
, v|˘γj “
˜
1
´εcj
ζ¯ζj
0 1
¸
.
For the remainder of this subsection we take ε “ ´1. We may factorize v “
pI ´ w´q´1pI ` w`q where
(4.6) pw`, w´qˇˇ
Σ
“
ˆˆ
0 0
´r˘ 0
˙
,
ˆ
0 r
0 0
˙˙
, w´
ˇˇ
˘γj
“ 0, w` ˇˇ
˘γj
“ 0.
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It is easy to see that v satisfies the symmetry hypothesis of [26, Theorem 9.3].
Although our data w˘ are slightly less regular than those considered in [26], one
can mimic the proof there to conclude that the following vanishing lemma holds.
Lemma 4.5. If µp0q P kerL2pI ´ Cwq, then µp0q “ 0.
By the remarks following Theorem 4.3, we can complete its proof by construct-
ing from νp0q a solution µp0q of µp0q “ Cwµp0q. In what follows, we will drop
x-dependence of νp0q and µp0q since x remains fixed throughout the discussion.
Choose the contours γj , 1 ď j ď N , in Problem 4.4 to be the boundaries of neigh-
borhoods Dj centered at ζj so that Dj maps to the interior of Γj under the map
z ÞÑ z2. Recall that νp0q extends to an analytic function on the interior of each Γj .
We now define
µ
p0q
11 pζq “ νp0q11 pζ2q, µp0q12 pζq “ ζνp0q12 pζ2q, ζ P Σ1
Note that µ
p0q
11 pζq and µp0q12 pζq are analytic in a neighborhood of ˘γj and ˘γj for
1 ď j ď N . We need to study regularity and decay of µp0q11 and µp0q12 for ζ P Σ. The
first step is:
Lemma 4.6. The measurable functions rpζqµp0q11 pζq and r˘pζqµp0q12 pζq belong to L1pΣqX
L2pΣq.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the bound |ρpλq| ď Cp1 ` |λ|q´1, Ho¨lder’s
inequality, and the change of variables formulaż
Σ
gpζ2q |dζ| “
ż 8
´8
|gpλq| dλ|λ|1{2 .

Using this fact, we can prove:
Lemma 4.7. The measurable functions µ
p0q
11 and µ
p0q
12 obey the homogeneous ana-
logue of integral equations (A.5)–(A.8) pointwise a.e. on Σ and pointwise on ˘γj
and ˘γj, 1 ď j ď N . In particular, µp0q11
ˇˇˇ
Σ
and µ
p0q
12
ˇˇˇ
Σ
belong to L2pΣq.
Proof. This can be computed from the following change-of-variables formulas. De-
fine
?´u “ i?u for u ą 0. If f is a measurable function on Σ whose restriction
to each ray is smooth and compactly supported away from zero, it is easy to prove
the pointwise identities
(4.7)
`
C˘Σ f
˘ pζq “ `C˘
R
g
˘ pζ2q ` ζ `C˘
R
h
˘ pζ2q
where
(4.8) gpuq “ 1
2
`
fp?uq ` fp´?uq˘ , hpuq “ 1
2
?
u
`
fp?uq ´ fp´?uq˘ .
If f P L2pΣq and the corresponding functions g, h defined by (4.8) belong to L2pRq,
one can approximate f by smooth, compactly supported functions and use the
continuity of C˘Σ and C
˘
R
on their respective L2-spaces to prove that (4.7) holds
pointwise a.e. Applying (4.7) as extended to the homogeneous analogue of (A.1)–
(A.4) for νp0q, we obtain the homogeneous analogue of (A.5)–(A.8) for µ
p0q
11 and
µ
p0q
12 as identities holding pointwise a.e. From these identities and Lemma 4.6 we
can read off that µ
p0q
11
ˇˇˇ
Σ
and µ
p0q
12
ˇˇˇ
Σ
belong to L2pΣq. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3, ε “ ´1. By Lemma 4.7, given νp0q P kerL2pI ´ CW q, we can
construct a matrix-valued solution µp0q to the Beals-Coifman equations
pI ´ Cwqµ “ 0
using the extension by symmetry
µpx, ζq “
˜
µ11px, ζq µ12px, ζq
´µ12px, ζq µ11px, ζq
¸
.
and conclude from Lemma 4.5 that µp0q ” 0, hence νp0q ” 0. 
We close this subsection by discussing uniqueness for Problem 1.6 when ε “ `1.
There is a simple bijection (see the following lemma) between the solution spaces
for Problem 4.4 with ε “ ´1 and that of an analogous RHP with different scattering
data for ε “ `1. Thus Lemma 4.5 also holds for ε “ `1. One can then mimic
the proof of Theorem 4.3 to show that Problem 4.1 is also uniquely solvable when
ε “ `1.
Lemma 4.8. The map
Mpx, ζq ÞÑM 7px, ζq “ σ2Mpx, iζqσ2
maps the solution space of the Riemann-Hilbert problem for ε “ ´1 and scattering
data `
r, tpζk, ckquNk“1
˘
onto the solution space of the Riemann-Hilbert problem for ε “ 1 and scattering
data `
s, tpηk, dkquNk“1
˘
where
spζq “ rpiζq, ηk “ iζk, dk “ ick.
We omit the proof.
4.2. Lipschitz Continuity of the Scattering Map. In this section, we prove
Theorem 1.8. We denote by V 1 a bounded subset of VN . The complete proof of
Theorem 1.8 follows in outline the proof of Theorem 1.9 in Section 6 of Paper I.
That is,
(1) We prove that the “right” Riemann-Hilbert problem, Problem 1.6, and the
reconstruction formula (1.13) yield a Lipschitz continuous map from any
bounded subset V 1 of VN to H
2,2pa,8q for any a P R.
(2) We prove that an analogous “left” Riemann-Hilbert problem and its re-
construction formula yield a Lipschitz continuous map from any bounded
subset V 1 of VN to H
2,2p´8, aq for any a P R.
(3) We show that the left- and right-hand reconstructions of q from the same
scattering data coincide on p´a, aq for any a P R.
(4) We show that I ˝R is the identity on UN .
We show how the analysis of Paper I, Section 6 must be modified to accommodate
solitons in order to carry out step (1). The modifications to step (2) are analogous
and the argument for step (3) is identical to that given in Paper I, Lemma 6.16.
The argument for step (4) rests (as is standard) on the uniqueness of Beals-Coifman
solutions, compare Proposition 6.17 in Paper I. Thus, we will discuss the details of
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step (1) only. A statement and analysis of the left-hand Riemann-Hilbert problem
may be found in [16, Section 6.3]
To carry out step (1), we study the unique solution to Problem 1.6 at t “ 0 and
the reconstructed potential given by (1.13). We solve the Beals-Coifman integral
equations for Problem 1.6 as recorded in Appendix A.1. Here and in Appendix A,
we denote
(4.9) ρxpλq “ e´2iλxρpλq, Cj,x “ Cje2iλjx.
We begin with several key observations about the integral equations (A.1)–(A.4).
First, the solution of (A.1)–(A.4) is completely determined by the functions
(4.10) ν11|R , ν12|R ,
!
ν12|Γj
)N
j“1
,
!
ν11|Γj˚
)N
j“1
.
Given these functions, ν12|Γ˚
j
and ν11|Γj can be read off from equations (A.3)
and (A.4) respectively, which give an analytic continuation for ν12 and ν11 to the
respective domains solely in terms of the data (4.10). For this reason, it suffices to
consider the system consisting of (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) for the data (4.10).
Second, we can use the Cauchy integral formula and the fact that ν11 and ν12
have analytic continuations to the interiors of Γ˚j and Γj to reduce equations (A.1),
(A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) to the following algebraic integral equations for the data
ν11px, ¨ q|R , ν12px, ¨ q|R , tν12px, λjquNj“1 ,
 
ν11px, λjq
(N
j“1
The equations are:
ν11px, λq|R “ 1` C´
´
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qν12px, ¨ q
¯
pλq `
ÿ
j
Cj,xλjν12px, λjq
λ´ λj(4.11)
ν12px, λq|R “ C` pρxp ¨ qν11px, ¨ qq pλq ´
ÿ
j
Cj,xν11px, λjq
λ´ λj
(4.12)
ν11px, λiq “ 1` CR
´
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qν12px, ¨ q
¯
pλiq `
ÿ
j
ν12px, λjqCj,xλj
λi ´ λj
(4.13)
ν12px, λiq “ CR pρxp ¨ qν11px, ¨ qq pλiq ´
ÿ
j
Cj,xν11px, λjq
λi ´ λj
(4.14)
These equations are actually equivalent to (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) since we
can construct ν12|Λj and ν11|Λ˚j by analytically continuing the right-hand sides of
(4.12) and (4.11). Recall the set Y defined in (4.2). From Theorem 4.3 and the
remarks above, we have:
Proposition 4.9. There exists a unique solution to the algebraic integral equations
(4.11)–(4.14) for any ρ P Y satisfying (4.3) and tpλj , Cjqu P pC` ˆ CˆqN .
Using (1.13) with t “ 0 and the Cauchy integral representation for npλ;xq in
terms of νpx, λq (compare (2.2)) we obtain the reconstruction formula
(4.15) qpxq “ ´ 1
π
ż
R
ρxpsqν11px, sq ds´ 2i
Nÿ
j“1
Cj,xν11px, λjq.
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It is convenient to write
ν0px, λq “ ν11px, λq ´ 1, vj “ ν11px, λjq
so that the reconstruction formula (4.15) reads
qpxq “ q1pxq ` q2pxq ` q3pxq
where
q1pxq “ ´ 1
π
ż
R
ρxpsq ds, q2pxq “ ´ 1
π
ż
R
ρxpsqν0px, sq ds,
q3pxq “ ´2i
Nÿ
j“1
Cj,xvj .
We seek to prove that the map D Ñ q is Lipschitz continuous as a map from
VN to H
2,2pra,8qq for any a. As ρ P H2,2pRq and q1 is a Fourier transform of
ρ, the map D Ñ q1 need not be considered further. The term q3 will have the
required continuity provided that D Ñ vj is Lipschitz continuous from VN to the
bounded C2 functions of x on R since the Cj,x are exponentials with decay at least
O
`
e´dΛx{2
˘
as xÑ `8. The formulas
x2q2pxq “ 1
4π
ż
R
e´2iλxpρν0qλλpx, λq dλ,
q22pxq “
1
π
ż
R
e´2iλx
`
4λ2ρpλqν0px, λq
˘
dλ
` 1
π
ż
R
e´2iλx
`
4iλρpλqpν0qxpx, λq ´ ρpλqpν0qxxpx, λq
˘
dλ,
imply that, in order to show that D ÞÑ q2 is Lipschitz continuous from V 1 to
H2,2pRq, it suffices to show that
(4.16) ν0, pν0qx, pν0qxx, pν0qλ, and xλy´1pν0qλλ
are Lipschitz continuous from V 1 to L2ppa,8q ˆ Rq.
Thus, it suffices to prove continuous dependence of
ν7pxq “
´
ν0px, ¨ q, tvjpxq ´ 1uNj“1
¯
on the scattering data D. For each fixed x, we view ν7 as an element of
(4.17) X “ L2pRq ‘ CN .
Substituting (4.12) into (4.11) and (4.14) into (4.13) and using the definition of ν7,
we obtain a closed system of equations for ν7pxq of the form
(4.18) ν7pxq “ Kxe`Kxν7
where e “ p1, t1, 1, . . .1uq P L8pRq‘CN . In terms of the direct sum decomposition
(4.17),
(4.19) Kxpf, hq “
ˆ
K00 K01
K10 K11
˙ˆ
f
h
˙
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where, for f P L2pRq and h P CN ,
pK00fqpλq “ pSfq pλq `
ÿ
j
Cj,xλj
λ´ λj CR pρxp ¨ qfp ¨ qq pλjq(4.20)
pK01hqpλq “ ´
ÿ
j
hj Cj,x C
´
«
p ¨ qρxp ¨ q
¨ ´ λj
ff
pλq `
ÿ
j,k
´hk λjCj,xCk,xpλ´ λjqpλj ´ λkq
(4.21)
pK10fqi “ CR
”
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qC` pρxp˛qfp˛qq p ¨ q
ı
pλiq(4.22)
`
ÿ
j
Cj,xλj
λi ´ λj
CR pρxp ¨ qfp ¨ qq pλjq
pK11hqi “ ´
ÿ
j
hjCj,xCR
«
p ¨ qρxp ¨ q
¨ ´ λj
ff
pλiq ´
ÿ
j,k
λjCj,xCk,x
λi ´ λj
hk(4.23)
In (4.20)
(4.24) pShqpλq “ C´
”
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qC` pρxp˛qhp˛qq
ı
pλq,
and all of the remaining operators are of finite rank. We will usually suppress the
dependence of Kx on the scattering data D “
`
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
˘
but sometimes
write KxpDq when needed to make the dependence explicit.
Proposition 4.10. For any scattering data
`
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
˘ P Y ˆ pC` ˆ CˆqN ,
there exists a unique solution to (4.18).
Proof. If rνp0q P kerXpI ´Kxq, we may construct a solution to the homogeneous al-
gebraic integral equations (i.e., (4.11)–(4.14) with “1” deleted in (4.11) and (4.13)).
It now follows from Proposition 4.9 that rνp0q “ 0. By the Fredholm alternative,
pI ´Kxqν “ f has a unique solution for any f P X . 
In order to prove the required continuity of ν7, it sufffices to prove that:
(1) The resolvent pI ´Kxq´1 is a bounded operator from X to itself uniformly
in x P pa,8q so that it induces a bounded operator from L2ppa,8q, Xq to
itself;
(2) The inhomogeneous term Kxe together with appropriate derivatives in x
and λ belong to the space L2ppa,8q, Xq;
(3) The integral equation (4.18) can be differentiated in x and λ to obtain
estimates on x and λ derivatives of ν0 and x derivatives of νj .
We will prove the following propositions in three subsections. In what follows,
we denote by V 1 a bounded subset of VN as defined in the remarks after Theorem
1.2, and by D a generic element of V 1.
Proposition 4.11. The unique solution ν7 of (4.18) satisfies››ν7››
L2pra,8q,XqXL8pra,8q,Xq
À 1
with estimates uniform in D P V 1.
Proposition 4.12. The estimates
}ν0λ}L2pra,8qˆRq `
››x˛y´1ν0λλp ¨ , ˛q››L2pra,8qˆRq À 1
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and
}ν0λ}L8pra,8qˆRq `
››x˛y´1ν0λλp ¨ , ˛q››L8pra,8qˆRq À 1
holds uniformly for D P V 1. Moreover, the maps D Ñ νλ and D Ñ x ¨ y´1νλλ are
Lipschitz continuous.
Proposition 4.13. Denote by ν7px, ¨ q the unique solution to (4.18). Then ν7,
pν7qx, and pν7qxx all belong to L2pra,8q, Xq with norms bounded uniformly in ρ in
a fixed bounded subset of H2,2pRq with `1` λ|ρpλq|2˘ ě c ą 0 for a fixed c, and
tλj , Cju in a fixed compact subset of pC` ˆ CˆqN .
Proof of Theorem 1.8, given Propositions 4.11–4.13. Recall from the discussion fol-
lowing the statement of Theorem 1.8 that we give details only for Step (1) of the
four steps since step (2) is similar to step (1) while steps (3) and (4) follow closely
the argument of Paper I.
To carry out step (1), we note that Propositions 4.11–4.13 immediately imply
that the functions (4.16) are Lipschitz in the scattering data and that the functions
νpx, λjq are bounded Lipschitz functions of the scattering data. This gives the
necessary control to prove that q2 and q3 in (4.15) have the required continuity
properties as maps from V 1 to H2,2pRq. 
4.2.1. Resolvent Estimates, L2 Estimates on ν7. We begin the study of (4.18). It
is easy to see that Kxe P X if ρ P H2,2pRq. Thus, to solve (4.18) for ν7, we need
good estimates on pI ´Kxq´1. First, we observe:
Lemma 4.14. The operator I ´Kx : X Ñ X is Fredholm and
lim
xÑ8
sup
DPV 1
}Kx}XÑX “ 0
where D in a bounded subset V 1 of VN .
Proof. The operator Kx is a finite-rank perturbation of the operator S : L2pRq Ñ
L2pRq given by (4.24). The operator S was shown to be compact in Paper I, Lemma
6.7. In the same Lemma we showed that }S}L2ÑL2 “ 0 uniformly for ρ in a bounded
subset of H2,2pRq. Coefficients of all remaining terms have exponential decay at
least O
`
e´dΛx{2
˘
as xÑ8 owing to factors Cj,x or their complex conjugates. This
decay rate is uniform in bounded subsets of VN since dΛ has a fixed lower bound
on such sets. 
We seek an estimate on
››pI ´Kxq´1››XÑX uniform in D in a bounded subset
of VN and x P ra,8q for any fixed a. It follows from Lemma 4.14 that, given a
bounded subset V 1 of VN , there is an R ą 0 depending on V 1 so that
sup
DPV 1,xěR
}Kx}XÑX ă 1{2
so that
sup
DPV 1,xěR
››pI ´Kxq´1››XÑX ď 2.
Thus, to obtain a uniform resolvent bound, it suffices to estimate the resolvent for
D P V 1 and a ď x ď R for a fixed a. To do so will use a continuity-compactness
argument similar to the one used in Lemma 3.4. Define Y as in (4.2). Recall that
H2,2pRq is compactly embedded in Y , and that }ρ}L8pRq and }p ¨ qρp ¨ q}L8pRq are
bounded for ρ P Y .
We will prove:
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Lemma 4.15. For any bounded subset V 1 of VN and any ´8 ă a ă r ă 8,
sup
pD,xqPV 1ˆra,rs
››pI ´Kxq´1››BpXq À 1
Proof. First, for data D P Y ˆpC`ˆCˆqN , the operator Kx is bounded from X to
itself, as follows from (4.20)–(4.23) and the fac that ρ and λρpλq are L8 functions.
Second,Proposition 4.10 implies that the resolvent exists for D “ pρ, tpλj , Cjquq P
Y ˆ pC` ˆ CˆqN and the map`
ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1
˘ ÞÑ pI ´Kxq´1
is continuous.
Third, if V 1 is a bounded subset of VN , then V
1 is compactly embedded in
Y ˆ pC` ˆCˆqN , as follows from he compact embedding of Y in H2,2pRq and the
fact that the pλj , Cjq that occur in a bounded subset of VN run through compact
subsets of C` and Cˆ.
Together, these three facts imply that the image of V 1 ˆ ra, rs in BpX Ñ Xq is
a precompact set, hence bounded, for any ´8 ă a ă r ă 8. 
For D “ `ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1˘, define
}D}VN “ }ρ}H2,2pRq ` sup
j
|λj | ` sup
j
|Cj |.
Although VN is not complete in this norm (it does not control lower bounds on Cj
and | Imλj |) it will suffice for the continuity estimates we need.
Lemma 4.16. Let V 1 be a bounded subset of VN . The resolvent pI´Kxq´1 satisfies
the uniform estimate
sup
px,DqPra,8qˆV 1
››pI ´Kxq´1››XÑX À 1
and the Lipschitz estimate››pI ´KxpD1qq´1 ´ pI ´KxpD2qq´1››XÑX À }D1 ´D2}VN
with uniform Lipschitz constant for D1,D2 P V 1.
Proof. The uniform resolvent estimate is an immediate consequence of Lemmas
4.14 and 4.15. The Lipschitz estimate follows from the second resolvent identity
and the estimate
}KxpD1q ´KxpD2q}XÑX À }D1 ´D2}VN
which is easily proved from the formulas (4.20)–(4.23). 
Owing to the uniform estimate, we can lift pI ´Kxq´1 to an operator which we
denote by pI ´Kq´1 on L2ppa,8q;Xq by the formula“pI ´Kq´1f‰ px, λq “ “pI ´Kxq´1fpx, ¨ q‰ pλq.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.16, we have:
Proposition 4.17. Let V 1 be a bounded subset of VN . The resolvent pI ´ Kq´1
satisfies the estimates ››pI ´Kq´1››
BpL2pra,8q;Xq
À 1
with constants uniform in D P V 1 and››pI ´KpD1qq´1 ´ pI ´KpD2qq´1››BpL2pra,8q;Xq À }D1 ´D2}VN
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with constants uniform in D1, D2 P V 1.
To solve (4.18), we also need to control the inhomogeneous term Kxe. Let
(4.25) f “ Kxe “
`
f 7px, λq, tf 7px, λjquNj“1
˘
.
From (4.19) we see that
f 7 “ f 71 ` f 72 ` f 73 ` f 74
where
f
7
1px, λq “
ÿ
k
Ck,xλk
λ´ λk
˜ÿ
j
´Cj,x
λj ´ λk
¸
f
7
2px, λq “
ÿ
k
1
λ´ λk
ˆż
R
ρxpsq
s´ λk
ds
2πi
Ck,xλk
˙
f
7
3px, λq “ ´
ÿ
k
Ck,xC
´
«
p ¨ qρxp ¨ q
p ¨ q ´ λk
ff
pλq
f
7
4px, λq “ C´
!
C` rρxp˛qs p ¨ qρxp ¨ q
)
pλq
We can get f 7px, λjq, 1 ď j ď N , by substituting λj for λ P R and changing the
corresponding Cauchy projection C´ to a Cauchy integral over the real line.
Lemma 4.18. For f 7 given by (4.25) and indices i “ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 1 ď j ď N ,ˇˇˇ
f
7
i px, λjq
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
Bf 7i px, λjq{Bx
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
B2f 7i px, λjq{Bx2
ˇˇˇ
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
uniformly for x ě a and tpλj , Cjqu in a fixed compact subset of pC` ˆ CˆqN .
Lemma 4.19. For f 7 given by (4.25) and indices i “ 1, 2, 3 and 1 ď j ď N
(4.26) sup
0ďkď2
›››Bkf 7i p ¨ , λjq{Bxk›››
L2pra,8qq
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
uniformly for tλj , Cju in a fixed compact subset of pC` ˆ CˆqN . Moreover
(4.27) sup
0ďkď2
›››Bkf 7i p ¨ , ˛q{Bxk›››
L2pra,8qˆRq
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
and
(4.28)›››Bf 7i p ¨ , ˛q{Bλ›››
L2pra,8qˆRq
`
›››x˛y´1B2f 7i {Bλ2p˛, ¨ q›››
L2pra,8qˆRq
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
with the same uniformity. For f4 we have the following estimates:›››f 74px, ¨ q›››
L2
λ
À p1 ` |x|q´1 }ρ}H2,0 }ρ}L2 ,(4.29a) ›››pf 74qx›››
L2pp´a,8qˆRq
ď }ρ}L2,1 }ρ}L2(4.29b) ›››pf 74qxx›››
L2pp´a,8qˆRq
ď }ρ}L2,2 }ρ}L2,1(4.29c) ›››pf 74qλpx, ¨ q›››
L2
λ
À p1 ` |x|q´1 }ρ}H2 }ρ}H2,2(4.29d) ›››x ¨ y´1pf 74qλλpx, ¨ q›››
L2
λ
À p1 ` |x|q´1 }ρ}2H2,2(4.29e)
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Remark 4.20. These estimates and Sobolev embedding imply that››f 7››
L8pra,8q;Xq
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
Remark 4.21. Since f and its derivatives are bilinear in the data pρ, tλku, tCkuq, the
estimates used to prove the lemma above can easily be adapted to show that f and
its derivatives are Lipschitz continuous as a function of
`
ρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1
˘ P VN .
Proof. We can establish the inequalities (4.29a)-(4.29e) using the conclusion from
Paper I, Lemma 6.5 and (6.14). The other part of the lemma is trivial. 
Lemma 4.16, Proposition 4.17, Lemmas 4.18, and 4.19 together with Remark
4.20 immediately imply Proposition 4.11.
4.2.2. λ-Derivatives. Next, we consider λ-derivatives of ν7. Write
ν7 “ `ν0, trν˚j uNj“1˘ “ pν0, rν˚q .
Note that only ν0 depends on λ, and obeys the integral equation
(4.30) ν0 “ f1 `K00pν0q `K01prν˚q.
We will prove Proposition 4.12 by differentiating (4.30) and using resolvent
bounds to estimate the derivatives.
The following estimates allow us to control the third term K01prν˚q in (4.30) and
its derivatives in λ.
Lemma 4.22. Suppose that ν7 P L2pra,8q, Xq. Then
}rK01prν˚qsλ}L2pra,8qˆRq À }ρ}H2,2pRq }rν˚}L2pR,CN q(4.31)
}rK01prν˚qsλλ}L2pra,8qˆRq À }ρ}H2,2pRq }rν˚}L2pR,CN q(4.32)
hold, with estimates uniform in tpλj , CjquNk“1 in a compact subset of pC` ˆCˆqN .
Similar estimates hold, with the same uniformity, if the L2pra,8q ˆ Rq-norm is
replaced by the L8pra,8q, L2pRqq-norm.
Proof. These estimates follow from the explicit formula
K01 prν˚q “ ´ÿ
k
rν˚k pxqCk,xC´
«
p ¨ qρxp ¨ q
p ¨ q ´ λk
ff
pλq
`
ÿ
j
rν˚j pxqεCj,x
˜ÿ
k
λkCk,x
pλ´ λkqpλk ´ λjq
¸
noting that the functions Cj,x are bounded and exponentially decaying in x. 
The operator K00 “ S`S1 (cf. (4.20)) where S was studied in Paper I. We recall
the following estimates from Paper I. Proofs may be constructed from computations
in the proof of Paper I, Lemma 6.13.
Lemma 4.23. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq. The following estimates hold for h P
L2pra,8q ˆ Rq X L2pra,8q, L1pRqq››››BSBλ rhs
››››
L2pra,8qˆRq
À }ρ}2H2,2 }h}L8pra,8q,L2pRqq(4.33) ››››xλy´1 B2SBλ2 rhs
››››
L2pra,8qˆRq
À ››pρ1››
L1
}pρ}L2,2 ›››ph›››
L2pra,8q,L1pRqq
(4.34)
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where ph denotes the partial Fourier transform of hpx, λq in the second variable, and
the implied constants depend only on a.
Remark 4.24. Using the inequality››› pψ ›››
L1pRq
ď }ψ}L2pRq ` }ψλ}L2pRq
we may rewrite the estimate (4.34) as
(4.35)
››››xλy´1 B2SBλ2 rhs
››››
L2pra,8qˆRq
À }ρ}2H2,2pRq
´
}h}L2pra,8qˆRq ` }hλ}L2pra,8qˆRq
¯
Next, we study the operator S1.
Lemma 4.25. The following estimates hold for the operator S1.››pS1hqλ››L2pra,8qˆRq À }ρ}L2pRq }h}L2pra,8qˆRq(4.36) ››pS1hqλλ››L2pra,8qˆRq À }ρ}L2pRq }h}L2pra,8qˆRq(4.37) ››pS1qxh››L2pra,8qˆRq À }ρ}H2,2pRq ´}h}L2pra,8qˆRq¯(4.38) ››pS1qxxphq››L2pra,8qˆRq À }h}H2,2pRq ´}h}L2pra,8qˆRq¯(4.39)
where the implied constants depend only on a and tpλj , CjquNk“1.
Remark 4.26. In the estimates above, the derivative is taken with respect to λ on
the composition S1h for (4.36) and (4.37), but the derivative of the operator only
with respect to the parameter x is taken in (4.38) and (4.39).
Proof. These estimates are easy consequences of the explicit formula
pS1hqpx, λq “
Nÿ
j“1
Cj,xλj
λ´ λj CR pρxp ¨ qhpx, ¨ qq pλjq
recalling (4.9). 
Proof of Proposition 4.12. We may use (4.30) together with Lemmas 4.22, 4.23,
and 4.25 to estimate
}ν0λ}L2pra,8qˆRq À
››pf 7qλ››L2pra,8qˆRq ` }pK00ν0qλ}L2pra,8qˆRq
` }pK01ν0qλ}L2pra,8qˆRq
À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2 ´
1` }ν0}L8pra,8q;L2pRqq `
››ν7››
L2pra,8q;Xq
¯
which shows that }ν0λ}L2pra,8qˆRq is bounded uniformly for D P V 1.
Differentiating (4.30) a second time yields the equation
xλy´1pν0qλλ “ xλy´1pfqλλ ` xλy´1 pK00pν0qqλλ ` xλy´1 pK01prν˚qqλλ .
Using estimates (4.28) and (4.29e) in the first right-hand term, (4.35), (4.37) and
Remark 4.24 in the second right-hand term, and (4.32) in the third term, we con-
clude that››x˛y´1ν0λλp ¨ , ˛q››L2pra,8qˆRq
À p1` }ρ}H2,2 q2
´
1` ››ν7››
L2pra,8q,Xq
` }ν0λ}L2pra,8qˆRq
¯
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which shows that
››x˛y´1ν0λλp ¨ , ˛q››L2pra,8qˆRq is also bounded uniformly for D P V 1.
Thus, we obtain Proposition 4.12. 
4.2.3. x-Derivatives. We now turn to estimates on ν0x and ν0xx. We will differen-
tiate (4.18) with respect to x and therefore will need the following estimates on the
operators Kx and Kxx.
Lemma 4.27. Fix a P R and suppose that h “ prh, h˚q P X.
sup
xěa
}Kx}BpXq À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
(4.40)
sup
xěa
}Kxxh}X À
´
1` }ρ}H2,2pRq
¯2
}h}X `
›››rhλ›››
L2pRq
(4.41)
where constants are uniform for tpλj , CjquNj“1 in a compact subset of pC`ˆCˆqN .
Proof. In Paper I, Lemma 6.7, we proved that S, pSqx, and pSqxx are all bounded
operators on L2pRq. The boundedness of S1 and its first two derivatives in x,
uniform in x P ra,8q is a trivial consequence of the formulas, showing that K00 is
twice-differentiable in x with uniform estimates.
The remaining operators are of finite rank. The differentiability of K11 and K01 is
an immediate consequence of the formulas. Finally, to treat K01 it suffices to study
mapping properties of Cauchy projection C`. For fixed x and some h P L2pRq, we
have
C`
”
hp ¨ qρp¨qe´2ixp¨q
ı
psq “ 1
π
ż 8
0
”php ¨ q ˚ pρp ¨ ` xqı pξqe2iξs dξ
Computing the first and second derivatives in x, we get
C`
”
hp ¨ qρp¨qe´2ixp¨q
ı
x
psq “ 1
π
ż 8
0
”php ¨ q ˚ pρ1p ¨ ` xqı pξqe2iξs dξ
C`
”
hp ¨ qρp¨qe´2ixp¨q
ı
xx
psq “ 1
π
ż 8
0
”php ¨ q ˚ pρ2p ¨ ` xqı pξqe2iξs dξ
Using Plancherel’s identity we have›››C` ”hp ¨ qρp¨qe´2ixp¨qı
x
›››
L2
À }ph}L2}pρ1}L1
and ›››C` ”hp ¨ qρp¨qe´2ixp¨qı
xx
›››
L2
À }ph}L1}pρ2}L2 .
The estimate (4.40) is now easily deduced. Since
}ph}L1 ď ›››xξyph›››
L2
ď
››››BhBλ
››››
L2
` }h}L2
the estimate (4.41) follows. 
Remark 4.28. Since all estimates in the proof of Proposition 4.27 are bilinear in
the scattering data
`
ρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1
˘
, it follows that
`
ρ, tpλk, CkquNK“1
˘ ÞÑ Kx and`
ρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1
˘ ÞÑ Kxx are locally Lipschitz maps from H2,2pRq ˆ pC` ˆ CˆqN
to the bounded operators on L2λ ‘ CN .
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Proof of Proposition 4.13. Differentiating the integral equation (4.18) we see that
ν7x “ pfqx ` pKqxν7 `Kpν7xq
ν7xx “ pfqxx ` pKqxxν7 ` pKqxpν7qx `Kpν7xxq
so that we can conclude from that ν7x, ν
7
xx P L2pra,8q, Xq provided we show that
h1 “ pfqx ` pKqxν7
h2 “ pfqxx ` pKqxxν7 ` pKqxpν7qx `Kpν7xxq
belong to L2pra,8q, Xq. It follows from (4.26), (4.27), and (4.29b) that fx P
L2pra,8q, Xq, while pKqxν7 P L2pra,8q, Xq by (4.40). Hence h1 P L2pra,8q, Xq,
so that pν7qx P L2pra,8q, Xq.
To see that h2 P L2pra,8q, Xq, we use (4.26), (4.27) and (4.29c) to conclude that
fxx P L2pra,8q, Xq; (4.41) and the fact that ν7 and ν0λ both belong to L2pra,8q, Xq
to show that pKqxxpν7q belongs to L2pra,8q, Xq; and (4.40) and our previous result
to show that pKqxν7x P L2pra,8q, Xq. Hence h2 P L2pra,8q, Xq and so ν7xx P
L2pra,8q, Xq. 
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Appendix A. Beals-Coifman Integral Equations
Here we record Beals-Coifman integral equations for Problem 4.1 and 4.4, both
for the case ε “ ´1.
A.1. Beals-Coifman Integral Equations for Problem 4.1. The inhomogenous
Beals-Coifman integral equations for Problem 4.1 with t “ 0, using the factorization
(4.4), are as follows. Recall the convention (4.9). The homogeneous equations are
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obtained by deleting 1 from the right-hand sides of (A.1) and (A.4).
ν11px, λq|R “ 1` C´
´
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qν12px, ¨ q
¯
pλq `
ÿ
j
CΓj
ˆ
Cj,xλjν12px, ¨ q
p ¨ ´ λjq
˙
pλq
(A.1)
ν12px, λq|R “ C` pρxp ¨ qν11px, ¨ qq pλq `
ÿ
j
CΓ˚
j
ˆ
Cj,xν11px, ¨ q
p ¨ ´ λjq
˙
pλq
(A.2)
ν12px, λq|Γi “ CR pρxp ¨ qν11px, ¨ qq pλq `
ÿ
j
CΓ˚
j
ˆ
Cj,xν11px, ¨ q
p ¨ ´ λjq
˙
pλq
(A.3)
ν11px, λq|Γ˚
i
“ 1` CR
´
p ¨ qρxp ¨ qν12px, ¨ q
¯
pλq `
ÿ
j
CΓj
ˆ
ν12px, ¨ qCj,xλj
p ¨ ´ λjq
˙
pλq
(A.4)
A.2. Beals-Coifman Integral Equations for Problem 4.4. The Beals-Coifman
integral equations for Problem 4.4 with t “ 0, choosing the factorization (4.6), are
as follows. A straightforward computation shows that functions of the form
µpx, ζq “
˜
µ11px, ζq µ12px, ζq
´µ12px, ζq µ11px, ζq
¸
solve the equation µ “ I ` Cwµ provided µ11 and µ12 satisfy the first row of these
equations. Thus we only give equations for µ11 and µ12. We set
rxpsq “ rpsqe´2ixs2 , r˘xpsq “ r˘psqe2ixs2 , cj,x “ cje2ixs2 .
As before, the corresponding homogeneous equations are obtained by deleting the
1 in all equations involving µ11.
µ11px, ζq|Σ “ 1` C´ p´µ12px, ¨ qr˘xp ¨ qq pζq `
ÿ
j,˘
C˘γj
ˆ
µ12px, ¨ qcj,x
¨ ´ ˘ζj
˙
pζq(A.5)
µ12px, ζq|Σ “ C` pµ11px, ¨ qrxp ¨ qq pζq(A.6)
µ12px, ζq|˘γi “ CΣ pµ11px, ¨ qrxp ¨ qq pζq `
ÿ
j,˘
C˘γj˚
ˆ
cj,xµ11px, ¨ q
¨ ´ ˘ζj
˙
pζq.
(A.7)
µ11px, ζq|˘γi “ 1` CΣ p´µ12px, ¨ qr˘xp ¨ qq pζq
(A.8)
In the restricted summations over j, we fix an index i and one sign for the contour
γi, then sum over all p˘, jq for which either i ‰ j or i “ j but the signs do not
coincide.
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Appendix B. Soliton-free initial Data of Large L2-norm
We establish the existence of q P H2,2pRq with arbitrary L2-norm which have
no spectral singularities and no solitons. Our computations use ideas of Tovbis-
Venakides [24] and diFranco-Miller [3].
Proposition B.1. The scattering map Rpqq described by Definition 1.12 can be
explicitly computed for the family of potentials
(B.1) qpxq “ ν sechpxq1´2iµeipS0´εν2 tanhpxq´2δxq, }q}2L2pRq “ 2ν2,
where ν ą 0, and µ, δ, S0 P R. The condition
(B.2) εδ ă µ2{ν2
is sufficient to guarantee the discrete spectrum is empty, i.e., q P U0 .
Remark B.2. This construction exhibits a family of initial conditions of arbitrarily
large L2-norm giving rise to globally well-posed solutions. A recent numerical
simulation performed by C. Klein [13] with initial conditions of this form shows
indeed that the solutions exist for all time, however they display stiff dispersive
shocks.
We prove this proposition by showing that the linear system
(B.3) ψx “
¨˚
˝´iλ´ iε|q|
2
2
q
ελq iλ` iε
2
|q|2
‹˛‚ψ
can be reduced to solving the hypergeometric differential equation for any potentials
q in the family (B.1). This reduction involves several changes of dependent variable
as well as the map
(B.4) s “ 1
2
p1` tanhpxqq
which compactifies R to p0, 1q. The xÑ ˘8 asymptotics are equivalent to Taylor
expansions at s “ 0 or s “ 1 modulo a leading singular term. The identity
(B.5) ex “ s1{2p1 ´ sq´1{2
implies that eiλx „ siλ{2 near s “ 0, while eiλx „ p1 ´ sq´iλ{2 near s “ 1. We
normalize the solution as s Ó 0 (i.e., xÑ ´8) and use transformation formulas for
hypergeometric functions to compute the scattering data by finding asymptotics as
s Ò 1 (i.e., xÑ `8).
B.1. Reduction to a Hypergeometric Equation. We write the potential q in
(B.3) as qpxq “ ApxqeiSpxq. We make a change of dependent variable to remove the
oscillatory factor eiS from q. Setting ψ “ eiSpxqσ3{2ϕ, then
ϕx “
¨˚
˝´iλ´ iε2 A2 ´ i2Sx A
ελA iλ` iε
2
A2 ` i
2
Sx
‹˛‚ϕ.
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Introducing the change of independent variable (B.4), noting that d{dx “ 2sp1 ´
sqd{ds, we obtain
(B.6) 2sp1´ sqϕs “
¨˚
˝´iλ´ iε2 A2 ´ i2Sx A
ελA iλ` iε
2
A2 ` i
2
Sx.
‹˛‚ϕ
Next, we reduce the system to a single second order ODE, by introducing the change
of dependent variables
(B.7) W psq “ gpsq
¨˝
1 0
0
A
2sp1´ sq
‚˛ϕpsq,
where the scalar factor g removes the p1, 1q-entry of the coefficient matrix on the
right hand side of (B.6) by choosing it to satisfy
(B.8) 2sp1´ sqg1psq “
ˆ
iλ` iε
2
A2 ` i
2
Sx
˙
gpsq,
while the diagonal matrix factor in (B.7) normalizes the p1, 2q-entry of the coefficient
matrix to 1. A short computation shows that W obeys the differential equation
Ws “
¨˚
˝ 0 1ελA2
4s2p1´ sq2 i
2λ` εA2 ` Sx
2sp1´ sq `
ˆ
As
A
` 2s´ 1
sp1´ sq
˙‹˛‚W
Setting W “
ˆ
w
ws
˙
, this system reduces to the single second-order equation
(B.9)
sp1´ sqw2 ´
„
i
ˆ
λ` εA
2
2
` Sx
2
˙
` sp1´ sqAs
A
` 2s´ 1

w1 ´ ελA
2
4sp1´ sqw “ 0.
Observe that for the family of potentials (B.1), we have
A2 “ ν2 sech2pxq “ 4ν2sp1´ sq
Sx “ ´εν2 sech2pxq ` 2µ tanhpxq ´ 2δ “ ´εA2 ` 4µs´ 2pµ` δq
which reduces (B.9) to
(B.10) sp1 ´ sqw2 `
„
´iλ` ipµ` δq ` 1
2
´ p1` 2iµqs

w1 ´ εν2λw “ 0.
which is the hypergeometric equation
sp1´ sqw2 ` rc´ p1` a` bqssw1 ´ abw “ 0(B.11)
with
a` b “ 2iµ, ab “ εν2λ, c “ ´iλ` ipµ` δq ` 1
2
.(B.12)
Hence
a “ iµ` iν?´εRpλq, b “ iµ´ iν?´εRpλq,(B.13)
where
Rpλq “
c
λ´ ε
´µ
ν
¯2
(B.14)
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is principally branched. Observe that R maps C` onto C`` for either sign of ε.
We take
?
ε “ 1 or i when ε “ 1 or ´1 respectively.
B.2. The Jost Solutions. Denote by F pa, b, c; sq the hypergeometric function,
analytic in the disk |s| ă 1, with
F pa, b, c; sq “ 1` ab
c
s` 1
2!
apa` 1qbpb` 1q
cpc` 1q s
2 ` . . . |s| ă 1
(see [4, 15.2.1]). A basis for the solution space of (B.10) with singularity at s “ 0
is given by [4, 15.10.2-15.10.3]
w1psq “ F pa, b, c; sq , w2psq “ s1´cF pa´ c` 1, b´ c` 1, 2´ c; sq,
while a basis for the solution space of (B.10) with singularity at s “ 1 is given by
[4, 15.10.4-15.10.5]
w3psq “ F pa, b, a` b´ c` 1; 1´ sq
w4psq “ p1´ sqc´a´bF pc´ a, c´ b, c´ a´ b` 1; 1´ sq
We need the connection formula [4, 15.10.21]
(B.15) w1psq “ ΓpcqΓpc´ a´ bq
Γpc´ aqΓpc´ bqw3psq `
ΓpcqΓpa` b´ cq
ΓpaqΓpbq w4psq
to compute scattering data for the potential q.
In what follows, we denote by N˘1 and N
˘
2 the first and second columns of the
normalized Jost solutions (3.3). We now seek the correctly normalized solution
(B.16) N´1 px;λq “ eiSpxqσ3{2
eiλx
gpsq
¨˝
1 0
0
a
sp1´ sq
ν
‚˛˜wpsq
w1psq
¸
by setting wpsq “ c1w1psq ` c2w2psq and using the asymptotics
(B.17) N´1 px;λq “
ˆ
1
0
˙
` op1q
for x Ñ ´8, i.e., s Ó 0, to choose c1 and c2. One may solve (B.8) for g, and use
(B.1) and (B.5) to compute
(B.18)
eiSpxq{2 “ 2´iµeiS0{2´iεν2ps´1{2qs´ipµ`δq{2p1´ sq´ipµ´δq{2
gpsq “ siλ{2´ipµ`δq{2p1´ sq´iλ{2´ipµ´δq{2 , eiλx “ siλ{2p1´ sq´iλ{2
so that
(B.19)
eiSpxq{2eiλx{gpsq “ 2´iµeiS0{2´iεν2ps´1{2q
e´iSpxq{2eiλx{gpsq “ 2iµe´iS0{2`iεν2ps´1{2qsipµ`δqp1´ sqipµ´δq.
Using (B.19) in (B.16) we obtain
N´1 px;λq “
˜
2´iµeiS0{2´iεν
2ps´1{2qwpsq
2iµ
ν
e´iS0{2`iεν
2ps´1{2qsipµ`δq`1{2p1 ´ sqipµ´δq`1{2 dw
ds
¸
.
Note that Repγq “ 1{2. Setting wpsq “ c1w1psq` c2w2psq and using the convergent
series expansions
w1psq „ 1`O psq , w2psq „ s1´γ p1`O psqq ,
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we find that c1 “ 2iµe´iS0{2´iεν2{2, c2 “ 0 so that
(B.20) N´1 px;λq “
˜
e´iεν
2sw1psq
22iµ
ν
e´iS0`iεν
2ps´1qsc`iλp1 ´ sq1´c`a`b´iλw11psq
¸
.
Repeating this calculation for the Jost functions N`1 and N
`
2 yields
(B.21)
N`1 px;λq “
˜
e´iεν
2ps´1qw3psq
22iµ
ν
e´iS0`iεν
2ssc`iλp1´ sq1´c`a`b´iλw13psq
¸
N`2 px;λq “ pa` b´ cq´1
˜
ν2´2iµeiS0´iεν
2ss´iλp1´ sqiλw4psq
eiεν
2ps´1qscp1´ sq1´c`a`bw14psq
¸
.
B.3. Scattering Data. The scattering coefficients αpλq and βpλq defined by (1.6)
satisfy
(B.22) N´1 px;λq “ αpλqN`1 px;λq ´ ελβpλqe2iλxN`2 px;λq, λ P R.
Using the connection formula (B.15), the Jost functions (B.20)-(B.21), and the last
line of (B.18) we may read off that
αpλq “ e´iεν2 ΓpcqΓpc´ a´ bq
Γpc´ aqΓpc´ bq , βpλq “ ´
ε22iµ
νλ
e´iS0
ΓpcqΓp1` a` b´ cq
ΓpaqΓpbq .
(B.23)
From the formulas c “ ´iλ` ipµ ` δq ` 1
2
and c ´ a ´ b “ ´iλ´ ipµ ´ δq ` 1
2
, it
is easy to see that if λ P R then Repcq “ Repc ´ a´ bq “ 1{2, so that αpλq has no
spectral singularities. Moreover, Repcq ą 1{2 and Repc ´ a ´ bq ą 1{2 for λ P C`
so that αpλq is holomorphic3 in C` as required. It is also clear from (B.23). and
observing that (B.12) implies that at λ “ 0 exactly one of a and b vanishes, that
βpλq extends meromorphically to λ P C`; βpλq will have isolated simple poles at
those values of λ where
(B.24) c´ a´ b “ m, m “ 1, 2, 3, . . .
and neither a nor b is a nonpositive integer.
The discrete spectrum of (B.3) are the pairs λn, λ¯n, with λn P C` such that
αpλnq “ 0. From (B.23), αpλnq “ 0 whenever c´ a “ 1 ´ n or c´ b “ 1 ´ n. We
have
c´ a “ ´iλ` iδ ´ iν?´εRpλq ` 1
2
c´ b “ ´iλ` iδ ` iν?´εRpλq ` 1
2
Notice that Re c´a “ Imλ`ν Imp?´εRpλqq ą 0 for either sign of ε as Rpλq P C``
when λ P C`. Thus zeros of αpλnq must satisfy c´ b “ 1´ n or equivalently
(B.25) λn ´ δ ´ ν
?´εRpλnq ` ipn´ 1{2q “ 0, λn P C` n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Finally, we point out that βpλq is analytic at any λn since if λn satisfies both
c´b “ 1´n and (B.24) then a “ 1´n´m is a negative integer and the pole of βpλq
3The parameters a and b appearing in the argument of αpλ¯q and βpλ¯q inherit a branch cut
from Rpλq; their boundary values satisfy a˘ “ b¯. Since both αpλq and βpλ¯q are invariant under
the map aØ b, both scattering coefficients are analytic across the branch of R.
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is removable. Then because the scattering relation (B.22) extends analytically to
λn we can compute the connection coefficient Cn (see (3.25) and text immediately
following) as
(B.26) Cn “ ´ε βpλnq
α1pλnq
.
Proof of Proposition B.1. From the arguments above, the scattering map is easily
constructed for data in the family (B.1). Using (B.23), (B.25), and (B.26), we have
D “
"
ρpλq “ βpλq
αpλq , tpλn, Cnqu
N
n“1
*
It remains to show that (B.2) guarantees that the discrete spectrum is empty.
We want to find values of µ and ν such that (B.25) cannot be satisfied for any
λ P C` and all n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . . Introduce the parameters
z :“ λ´ δ, Ln :“ n´ 1{2
and note that Im z ą 0 and Ln ą 0. The condition (B.25) becomes
(B.27) z ` iLn “ ν
?´ε
a
z ` δ ´ εpµ{νq2,
where we used (B.14). Writing z “ x`iy with y ą 0, squaring both sides of (B.27),
and taking real and imaginary parts we find
x2 ´ py ` Lnq2 ` εν2x “ ´εν2δ ` µ2,(B.28a)
2x py ` Lnq “ ´εν2y.(B.28b)
Solving (B.28b) for Ln we have
(B.29) Ln “ ´y εν
2 ` 2x
2x
.
Since Ln and y are both strictly positive, it follows that ´pεν2`2xq{p2xq is strictly
positive as well. Thus, any solution z “ x` iy lies in the vertical half-strip
Sǫ “
"
px, yq P R2 : y ą 0, ´ν
2
2
ă εx ă 0
*
.
Using (B.29) in (B.28a), we see that any solutions z of (B.27) lie along the curve
(B.30) C :“  px, yq P Rˆ p0,8q : x2Qpxq “ ν4y2{4(
where Qpxq “
ˆ
εx` ν
2
2
˙2
´
„
ν2
ˆ
ν2
4
´ εδ
˙
` µ2

. To find parameter values of
pµ, δq for which αpλ¯q has no zeros, it suffices to find pµ, δq so that C does not
intersect the strip Sε. From the definition of Q it is clear that C will have empty
intersection with Sε provided Qpxq ă 0 for x with 0 ă ´εx ă ν2{4. For either sign
of ε this is guaranteed if Qp0q ă 0. Since Qp0q “ εν2δ ´ µ2 it follows that (B.2)
guarantees the discrete spectrum is empty. 
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